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U N I T E D N A T I O N S

Press Section
Office of Public Information

United Nations, N.Y.

(FOE USE OF INFORMATION MEDIA — NOT AN OFFICIAL RECORD)

Press Release MEM/116
11 March 1975

AUSTRIAN LIEUTENANT SERVING WITH UNDOF DIES SUDDENLY

The following press release was issued today in Damascus, Jerusalem and
Tel Aviv:

"The United Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF) regrets to announce
the sudden death on 8 March of Second Lieutenant Leopold Pisa of the Austrian
battalion. He was born in 1951 in Vienna.

"The remains were flown to Austria on 11 March after a brief ceremony at
Harasta military hospital in Damascus attended by representatives of all units
of UNDOF and members of UNDOF headquarters,"

* •*#* *
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Office of Public Information

United Nations, N.Y.
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Press Release SG/SM/2115
SC/359̂

29 November 197̂

TEXT OF STATEMENT .BY SECRETARY-GEMlRAL IN SECURITY COUNCIL, 2Q NOVEMBER

My report to the Council on the United Nations Disengagement Observer Force
(document 8/11563 of 27 November 197U) contains a survey of the history of UNDOF
since its inception. As members of the Council are aware, I have just returned
from a brief visit to the area, during which I had the opportunity to discuss
the situation with the Governments of Syria, Israel and Egypt. The primary
purpose of this visit was to discuss and clarify with the Governments concerned
the question now before the Council, namely the future of UNDOF. As I have
stated in my report, my discussions on this question have led me to recommend
the extension of UNDOF for a further period of six months. It may be of some
use to the members if I make a few very brief comments on the more general
aspects of my talks.

My recent visit has left no doubt in my mind that all the Governments
concerned are anxious to reach a settlement through negotiations. The tension
which prevailed in the Middle East two weeks ago has noticeably lessened in
recent days. There is little doubt, however, that if progress towards a
settlement through negotiations is not achieved in the near future, tension
will rise again, and the dangers of a new military confrontation will steadily
increase.

Certainly the prolongation of the mandate of UNEF last month by the
Council and, if the Council so decides, the extension of the UNDOF mandate for
a further six months, are important factors in reducing tension in the area.
On the other hand, these peace-keeping operations are not an end in themselves.
They help to create the necessary conditions in which progress can be made in
the negotiation of a political settlement. It was made clear to me that we
cannot expect an indeterminate period of time for a settlement to be achieved.

I consider it vital that the next six months be used for re-doubled
efforts to reach political solutions of the problems of the Middle East. These
problems are formidable indeed, but the vital need to avoid renewed hostilities
with all their repercussions should help us to regain the momentum of
negotiations. In this regard, I discussed with the three Governments the main
aspects of the future negotiating process and also the crucial problem of
implementing Security Council resolution 338.

I believe that the resolution now before the Council faithfully reflects
the essentials of the situation. I hope that it will provide a useful basis
for renewed and constructive efforts in the near future to make progress towards
a just and lasting peace in the Middle East.

* J/,V ,tfl
TtKff
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Press Release SG/T/601
26 November

SECRETARY-GENERAL HOLDS TALKS WITH ISRAELI PRIMS MINISTER

(The following was received from a United Nations Information Officer
accompanying the Secretary-General.)

After meeting for one-and-a-half hours with the Prime Minister of Israel,
Yizhak Rabin, in Jerusalem today, the Secretary-General told the Press that
there had been "an exchange of views on and appreciation of the situation in
the Middle East". The meeting was "useful and constructive", and the exchange
will continue in further meetings, he said.

The Secretary-General flew to Tel Aviv from Damascus today. He was met
at the airport by Foreign Minister Yigal Allon. Then he went by car to
Jerusalem for his meeting with the Prime Minister.

At Ben Gurion Airport, the Secretary-General said it was the duty of all
now to make every effort to get out of the impasse in the Middle East. Efforts
to this end were now being made by a number of countries and the United Rations
was there to help also in finding a just and lasting solution. "The presence
of the United Nations peace-keeping operations in the area at this time is of
great importance", he said.

On greeting Mr. Waldheim at the airport, Foreign Minister Allon said that
the Secretary-General was always welcome to Israel. Mr. Allon said the
Secretary-General "is doing his best to relieve tension and is working for
peace in the Middle East".

The Secretary-General's further programme in Israel calls for a working
dinner with the Foreign Minister tonight, visit the headquarters of the United
Nations Truce Supervision Organization in Palestine (UNTSO) tomorrow, and a
further meeting with the Foreign Minister before leaving for Egypt tomorrow.

#** *
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Press Release SG/T/600
26 November

SECRETARY-GENERAL VISITS CONTINGENTS OF UNDOF

(The following was received from a United Nations Information Officer
accompanying the Secretary-General*)

Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim, visiting contingents of the United
Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF), told television Interviewers
that, if his expectation on the extension of UNDOF1s mandate was correct, the
extension would be for a further six months.

The Secretary-General vas visiting the Austrian battalion and the Polish
logistic unit at Camp Faouar. He was accompanied by Lt. Gen. Ensio Siilasvuo,
Commander of the United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF); the interim Force
Commander of UNDOF,, Brig. Gen. G. Ericeno; and members of his party currently
visiting Syria.

The Secretary-General was received by the Commanding Officer of the
Austrian battalion, Lt. Col. Burgstallerj the present Commanding Officer of
the Polish logistics unit, Major E. Novak; the newly-arrived Conasandlng
Officer, Lt. Col. M. Palucha; the Commanding Officer of the Peruvian battalion,
Lt. Col. F. Marca-Salazar; and the Commanding Officer of the Canadian
logistics unit, Major Durst.

Mr. Waldheim expressed particular interest in finding out If arrangements
were complete for assuring satisfactory conditions for the contingents during
the coming winter. He was assured that this would be the case and that the
necessary supplies would be received and put to the best possible use.

On his return to Damascus, the Secretary-General went into further
conversations with the Syrian Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister,
Abdel Halim Khaddam.

The Secretary-General is to leave Damascus, following a luncheon given
by the Deputy Prime Minister, for Israel where he is expected to arrive at
1700 hours (local time).

*** *
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Press Release SG/T/599
2.6 November

JSIJCRETARY-GENERAL HOLDS TALKS ¥ITH PRESmENT OF SYRIA

(The following was received from a United Nations Information Officer
accompanying the Secretary-General.)

After meeting with the President of the Syrian Arab Republic, Hafez Assad,
for two-and-a-half hours in Damascus on 25 November, Secretary-General Kurt
Waldheim told the Press: "It is my expectation that the mandate of UNDOF
/United Nations Disengagement Observer Force/ will be renewed."

Before meeting with President Assad, the Secretary-General met for
one-and-a-half hours with the Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister,
Abdel Halim Khaddam. In both conversations, problems concerning the Middle
East in general and the need to implement existing United Nations resolutions
were discussed, besides the question of UNDOF.

The Secretary-General said: "There was a thorough discussion of all aspects
of these questions and a very constructive exchange of views. I very much
appreciate this."

Replying to the Press, the Secretary-General said that the question of
resuming the Geneva Conference was discussed "and President Assad said his
Government attached great importance to its early resumption".

Asked if the Middle East situation was now less tense because of his visit,
the Secretary-General said he did not know, but hoped that the visit had helped
in the relaxation and added: "I have the impression that the situation is less
tense than last week,"

The Secretary-General added that he was not the only one who had tried to
be helpful. '"Others too have tried to convince the parties that war is not the
only solution."

The Secretary-General said he found the situation now more relaxed and he
hoped his visit had helped in this regard. He said, however, that, while he was
"now more hopeful for the future", a lot more perseverance was needed.

The Secretary-General said that, if there was not any further political
progress, the dangers would grow, but "there is a readiness on both sides to
attempt a settlement through political negotiations".

The Secretary-General leaves Damascus on 26 November for talks in Israel
before going on to Egypt,

* #•## *
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Press Release SG/SM/2Q1Q
5 September

STATEMENT j BE SECRETARY- GENERAL AT MEMORIAL CEREMOM FOR MEN WHO LOST LWBf

IN PEACE- KEEPING OPERATIONS IN CYPRUS AMD MIDDLE EAS?

Following ie the text of a statement made by Secretary- General Kurt Waldheim
at the memorial ceremony held this morning outside the Meditation Room at United
Nations Headquarters in tribute to members of the United Nations Peace-keeping
Forces who died while serving in Cyprus and the Middle East:

"We are gathered here today to pay tribute to the memory of the men who
lost their lives while serving with United Nations peace-keeping operations in
Cyprus and the Middle East.

"During the past 10 months , the three peace-keeping forces established by
the United Nations in those regions have lost a total of 36 men: 13 Canadians,
eight Austrlans, fiv£ Danes, four Finns, three Peruvians, one Briton, one Indo-
nesian and one Panamanian.

"The service of peace is an arduous pursuit, and it can also be a dangerous
one. The peace-keeping forces of the United Nations represent the objective will
for peace and conciliation of the international community. They are there to
prevent a recurrence of fighting, to assist the return to normal conditions of
life, and to preserve the degree of peace which is essential for negotiation of
just settlements of long-standing international disputes. In time of tension
and violence, their duty is also to assist as best they can all those innocent
persons who are afflicted or in danger.

"The fact that their function is to help all parties and to fight none does
not, unfortunately, make peace-keeping soldiers immune from the hazards of
conflict and war. In the Sinai Peninsula and on the Golan Heights, the soldiers
of the United Nations Emergency Force and the United Nations Disengagement
Observer Force must patrol in areas still full of mines.

"In Cyprus, in recent weeks, the personnel of the United Nations Peace-
keeping Force in Cyprus found themselves in the midst of full-scale hostilities
and in a situation quite different from the one in which they normally function.
Their selfless service for the United Nations requires a special sort of courage
and skill, complemented by a vast measure of patience, good will and compassion.

(more)



.- 2 - Press Release
1 5 September

"In trying to do their duty many have been wounded, and some have been
killed.

"I wish here to pay tribute to the memory of those who have died and to the
courage and dedication of all their co.mrades who serve the United Nations in
areas of conflict. To all of them, the United Nations owes a debt of deep
gratitude.

"After I have placed the-wreath, I ask you to observe a minute of- silence
in tribute to the dead, and in honour of all their comrades who are serving the
United Nations In the cause of peace."

* ### *
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Press Release CYP/778
EMF/597
MEM/113

5 September

WREATH-LAYING CEREMONY HELD IN MEMORY OF 36 MEMBERS OF UNITED NATIONS

PEACE-KEEPING FORCES WHO DIED IN CYPRUS AND MIDDLE EAST

A memorial ceremony was held at United Nations Headquarters today at
10:30 a.m. in tribute to 36 members of the United Nations peace~keeping
forces who died within the past 10 months while serving the cause of peace
in Cyprus and the Middle East.

At the ceremony, Secretary-General Kurt Walheim placed a wreath on the
wall outside the Meditation Room, and a minute of silence was observed.

In a statement to the gathering, the Secretary-General said that the
United Nations owed "a debt of deepest gratitude" to the men who had lost
their lives and "to the courage and dedication of all their comrades who
serve the United Nations in areas of conflict".,

The United Nations peace-keeping forces, the Secretary-General said,
represented the "objective will for peace and conciliation of the international
community". These forces, he went on,were there to "prevent a recurrence of
fighting, to assist the return to normal conditions of life, and to preserve
the degree of peace which is essential for negotiation of just settlements of
long-standing international disputes".

The Secretary-General noted that the United Nations Peace-keeping Force
in Cyprus (UNFICYP), United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF) and the United
Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF) had lost during the past 10 months
a total of 13 Canadians, eight Austrians, five ̂ anes, four Finns, three
Peruvians, one Briton, one Indonesian, and one Panamanian. Many others had
been wounded, he stated.

In Cyprus, In recent weeks, Mr. Waldheim said, the personnel of UNFICYP
had found themselves In the midst of full-scale hostilities and in a situation
quite different from the one in which they normally function, "Their selfless
service for the United Nations", he added, "requires a special sort of courage
and skill, complemented by a vast measure of patience, good will and compassion",

(For full text of the Secretary-General's statement, see Press Release
SG/SM/2070, issued earlier today.)

* •»*# *
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Press Release MEM/112
12 August 1974

BODIES OF NINE CANADIANS KILLED IN AIRCRASH IN SYRIA REPATRIATED TO CANADA

(The following was received from the Information Officer of UNDOF in
Damascus*)

The nine Canadian United Nations officers and men killed in an aircrash in
Syria on 9 August vere repatriated after a ceremony at the Damascus International
Airport on Sunday, 11 August.

At 2050 hours (local time), a special Canadian transport plane arrived at
the airport. The nine coffins were driven up to the aircraft by a Canadian
logistics convoy, while a Canadian and a Syrian guard of honour presented arms.
The chaplain of the Austrian battalion of the United Nations Disengagement
Observer Force (UNDOF), Major Markt Albert, said a prayer and in a short speech
stated that the message of the deaths had spread sorrow among the battalions of
UNDOF and the United Nations Emergency Force (IMEF). He expressed the deepest
fellow-feelings of all friends in UNEF and UNDOF.

After the coffins had been leaded aboard the aircraft, headquarters and
battalion units paid their respects. Among the United Nations personnel present
were Brig»~Gen. E. Erskine, Acting Force Commander of UNEF; Brig.-Gen, G« Briceno,
Interim Force Commander of UNDOFj Col, F. Hogan, Acting Chief of Staff of the
United Nations Truce Supervision Organization in Palestine (UNTSO)j and
Wilbur H. Ziehl, Acting Head of the Office of Financial Services, United Nations
Headquarters, New York. The Syrian authorities were represented by the senior
Syrian Arab delegate (liaison officer with the United Nations Brig.-Gen. A. Tayara).

Finally, the guard presented arms and the aircraft took off for Lahr in the
Federal Republic of Germany, from where the bodies will be flown to Canada in
another aircraft.

Jr'* '1C
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Press Release EMF/595
MEM/111

29 July 1ST1)-

PRESS BRIEFING £Y UIFr/fWJ' SiyiSMAN I'M CAIRO ON 27 JULY

(The following was receive:', rrom the Chief Information Officer of UNEF
in Cairo.)

At his press briefing in Cairo on 27 :"v:ly, the Chief Information Officer
of the United Nations Emergency Force (UNEl"': n̂d the United Nations Die-engage-
ment Observer Force (UNDOF), Rudolf Stajduha.-, said that the Comrnan..~~.r of
UNEF, Lt.-Gen, Ensio fiiilasvuo, had left thet morning by United Natlojvi air-
craft for Damascus and Jeru.r.slc.Ti, whcr-i tv- v.̂ -.J.d have tfij..ss with Syrian and
Israeli authorities on the c.urrent situj.'l'-iô  on the Goltvn Heights and the
Sinai.

The UNEF Commander ̂ c'lld sloe- inspect UNDOF in the area of separation
and their cacrps east and. w-jct of the area.

Asked about the situation on the Golan Heights and the Sinai, Mr. Stajduhar
said that his statement of 22 July "stands",, The situation remained to be
calm.

In response to another quest "".on, Mr. Stajduhar said that the latest
figure for the strength of UNEF was 5,277, while UNDOF strength totalled
1,191.

Asked about the Al Akhbar Alyom story alleging that he had stated that
UNEF troops were now preparing for the next disengagement to take place before
winter, Mr. Stajduhar replied that he did net give any interview to the press
on this matter. He added that UNEF troops were now engaged to carry out their
task of implementing the Geneva Agreement and were not engaged in any prepara-
tions for the future.

In reply to another question, Mr. Stajduhar said that, in the arrangements
with the Red Cross, two groups of several hundred students from Cairo crossed
this week the UNEF zone of disengagement on their way to their families in
Israeli-held territories.

At the end of the briefing, Mr. Stajduhar said he was leaving en Sunday,
28 July, for Cyprus, where he would assume the duty of spokesman for the
United nations Peace-keeping Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP),

# *** *
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Press Release EMF/594
HEM/110

22 July

PRESS BRIEFING BY UNEF-UNDOF SPOKESMAN IN CAIRO ON 22 JULY

(The following was received from the Chief Information Officer of
UNEF-UNDOF in Cairo.)

At his press briefing in Cairo on Monday, 22 July, the Chief Information
Officer of the United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF) and the United Nations
Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF), Rudolf Stajduhar, said that all was
quiet on both sides of the UNEF zone of disengagement on Sinai, with the
UNEF in full control of the zone. The situation on both sides of the UNDOF
area of separation on the Golan Heights continued to be calm, with UNDOF manning
the area.

He informed newsmen that, on Saturdaya 20 July, the Commander of UWEF,
Lt. Gen. Ensio Siilasvuo, opened the UNEF hospital in Ismailia which had been
established by the Polish contingent. The hospital, situated in four buildings
of the UNEF headquarters compound in Ismailia, is equipped with modern
instruments and has a total of 165 personnel, including 20 female nurses. A
total of 50 beds are available for patients and, among other things, the
hospital has three ambulances at its disposal. All military and civilian
personnel serving with UNEF and UNDOF are entitled to receive free medical care.

On 20 and 21 July, the Force Commander attended parades of the Ghanaian
and Finn battalions, at which United Nations medals were distributed to
officers and soldiers.

Mr. Stajduhar announced that, in arrangements with the Red Cross on
15, 16 and 17 July, 819 students from Cairo crossed the UNEF zone of disengagement
on their way to Israel-held territories.

In reply to a question whether the developments in Cyprus had affected
UNEF aircraft flights in the area, Mr. Stajduhar replied: "Not really."

Answering another question, he said he believed that the board of enquiry
into the mine accident on 25 June had completed its work. He did not know when
the report would be published.

Answering another question, he said that there were no substantive changes
in the strength of UNEF or UNDOF since he had met with newsmen last week.

TV "JTTvVT TV
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• • • ' - . . . " . • " . . : • : 'Press Release EMF/592
MEM/109: "

. . 15 July 1971*-
•'•' "•'••'! '•' • . ' " • • ' '•' • , ' '" ' ' i''.

, ' ' UNEF COMMNDER RETURNS, .TÔ CAIRO FROM DAMASCUS AND-TEL AVIV ' ' • • -
f < • • "

j , . . . -

(The.following was received'from the Chief'Information Officer" of UNEF'-
in Cairo,) . .. .

Lieuto-Gen*. Ensio Siilasvud, Comraarider of the United Nations Emergency''
Fo.rc.e (UNEF), returned to his headquarters in Cairo on Saturday, 13. July.

,Qn 11-.July ir/Tol Av'iV he ."had met the Chief of Staff of the Israeli-' . .. f>'('
Defence Forces., Major-Gen;'- 'Mordeehai- Gur, 'with'whom he discussed current ;' - ';
matters concerning UNEF and the United Nations Disengagaacnt Observer-Force
(UNDOF), The, next day, 12 July, in Damascus General Siilasvuo met the Syrian
Liaison 'dtf'ic'er̂ i' Brig.-Geh. Adnan ¥» Tayara, with whom'he discussed current
UNDOF, matters. :The Interim Commander of. UNDOF, Brig.-Gen. G. Bricend,. .';
attended thiat''meeting-, ' '" •• . • . • •••-

'In the next few dâ s the UNEF''Commander wi-11 meet the- Chief of Staff: i>f
the Egyptian'Armed Ftirce%, Lieut .-Gen. 'Abdul Ghany El Gamassy.1 •' ;• tr ' :- '

That information was given by Rudolf Stajduhar, Chief Information Officer :

of UNEF/UNDOF, at. his Cairo press "briefing today, 15 July.

-Mr..StaJduhar stated that daily reports from UNEF confirmed that the
situation east and west of: the TJNEF zone of dlsengagement, continued to be
quiet. UNDOF reports indicated that the situation on both sides of the UNDOF :

area o f separation h a d been calm,, • . . .

He announced that UNEF strength as of 11 July stood at 5,29̂ , with follow-
ing breakdown: Canadians 930, Finns ̂ 96, Ghanaians 508, Indonesians 5̂ ,
Nepalese 571, Panamanians Mt6, Poles 928, Senegalese 398, Swedes U68 and Irish 1,

UNDOF's strength on lU July totalled I,l8o, and the breakdown was as
follows: Austrians Vf6, Peruvians 3̂ 7, Canadians 128, Poles Qk, UNDOF observers
90, UNDOF headquarters Ul and military police detachment 1̂ .

(more)
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15 July

On 19 July Austrian Col. Erik Helmut Seyer will replace UNDOF Chief of
Staff Col. Patrick D. Hogan of Ireland who will return to UNTSO Headquarters
in Jerusalem.

. <

In response to a question whether there had "been any serious problems in
the Sinai or on the Golan Heights, Mr. Stajduhar replied in the negative.
Egypt, Israel and Syria had been extending full co-operation which enabled UNEF
and UNDOF to carry out the"tasks, entrusted to them by the agreements reached
by the parties. Meetings which the UNEF Commander had last week in Jerusalem
and Damascus were held in a constructive and cordial atmosphere, he said*

Asked if there had been any incursions, overflights or similar problems
in the Sinai and Golan Heights, Mr. Stajduhar replied there had been some,
and those matters had been regularly discussed with the parties concerned*

' , • • . "
To a question regarding inspections, he replied that they had been carried

out in the Sinai and Golan Heights in accordance with the Geneva agreements.
He repeated he could not go into any aspect of those inspections as it had
been decided by the parties that reports would not be made public.

Replying to another question, he stated it had been expected that the
report of the board .of inquiry on the mine accident of 25 June, in which four
Austrians had lost their liyes would be completed in the next few days.

Answering a question whether, after 30 June, any infiltration took place
from Lebanon, Mr. Stajduhar replied that that was the last day when UNDOF
reported that an armed man had been apprehended in the UNDOF area of separation
in the Golan Heights area,

In response to another question, he stated that the mine situation in the
UNDOF area of separation continued to be serious and that sometimes it prevented
UNDOF from carrying out its' task;. The Syrian authorities had carried oû  .some
limited mine-clearing operations, and it was expected that an operation on
a larger scale would follow soon. . .

# *•*# #
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Press Release MEM/108
5 July 197k

UNEF COMMANDER ARRIVES IN DAI&SCUS

(The following was received from the Chief Information Officer of
UNDOF in Damascus.)

Lieut,-Gen. Ensio Siilasvuo, Commander of the United Nations Emergency
Force (UNEF), arrived in Damascus on Thursday afternoon (k July) and will
meet tomorrow (6 July) with the Syrian Liaison Officer, Brig.-Gen. A.W. Tayara.
On Sunday (j July) General Siilasvuo will leave for Jerusalem, where he will
meet with the Israeli Liaison Officer, Col. S. Levinson,

This was announced by Rudolf Stajduhar, spokesman for the United Nations
Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF), at his press briefing in Damascus today.

Mr. Stajduhar went on to say that UNDOF was having problems in manning
the area of disengagement because many sectors were still heavily mined. It
was a very serious problem and was being considered by UNDOF headquarters.
Appropriate step:- would be taken. Some experts considered that larger units
ard EOPS tire vo-;ll be required for completion o? the nine-clearing operation
in the area. That would enable UNDOF to carry out its mandate, and the
civilian population, vhi oh had been returning to the area, would then be able
to lead a normal life.

Ilr. Stajduhar stated that at Israel's request, an inspection had been
carried out on k July in the Syrian area of limitation of armaments and forces.
He said the Protocol to the Agreement signed on 31 May specified that "UNDOF
shall carry out inspections under the Agreement and report thereon to the
parties on a regular basis, not less than once in every 15 days and in addition
when requested by either party".

On other matters, he said that the Chief of Staff of UNEF, Brig.-Gen.
Emmanuel Ersl:ine. and the Chief of Administration, Bernard Twight, on k July
visited UNDOF headquarters and various UNDOF positions on both sides of the
area of separation and in the area itself.

(more)
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Ifr. Stajduhar also said that the UNDOF Interim Commander, Brig.-Gen,
Gonzalo Briceno, had today received an Austrian soldier, Josef Schrattenecker,
•who was slightly injured in the mine accident of 25 June. Leave had been
granted to Schrattenecker and tomorrow he would fly to Vienna.

In reply to a question, Mr. Stajduhar said he could not go into detail
concerning yesterday's inspection, since both sides had agreed that inspection
reports would not be made public. But he felt that the findings of the report
were satisfactory.

Asked whether he had anything to say about the board of inquiry
concerning the mine accident, Mr. Stajduhar replied, "Wo"« But he added that
Col. Philip, of the Austrian battalion, who would be an observer at the board
of inquiry, was arriving in Damascus this afternoon.

Itr. Stajduhar announced that he would henceforth discontinue his daily
briefings in Damascus. However, briefings would be held during his visits to
UNDOF headquarters in Damascus.
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Press Release
1 July

UNDO? REPORTS CALM ON EOT7! Sir-ljR OF AREA OF SITUATION

(The folloving vas received from the Chief Information Officer of
UNDOF in Damascus.)

The situation on both sides of the area of separation manned by the
United Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF) remained calm, ifadolf
Stajduhar, UNDOF spokesman, stated at his press briefing in Damascus today.

He added that the Syrian and Israeli military authorities cont5.nued to
extend UNDOF their full co-operation. In the UNDOF area of separation, full
co-operation vas being extended by the Syrian civilian administration.

Mr. Stajduhar announced that the UNDOF strength as of 2100 hours (GMT)
on 30 June stood at 1,235, with the following breakdown: Austrian, 491;
Peruvian, }!&; Canadian, 15̂ ; Polish, 85; UNDO? observers, 67; IMX3?
headquarters and Quneitra centre, 31j and military police detachment, 1J.

In the Quneitra area, he said, Canadian logistics and signal personnel
serving UNDOF vere today celebrating their national day.

Asked whether there had been any new cases of infiltration, he replied
that the Austrian battalion had reported that their patrols in the Mt. Hermon
sector of the UNDOF area of separation had apprehended two men in the
afternoon of 28 June and one man in the morning of 30 June, all of whom were
carrying machine guns and grenades. The three men were handed over to the
Syrian civilian police, which had been functioning in the UNDOF area of
separation since 26 June.

In reply to a question, he said that the next1 inspection would be carried
out by two UNDOF military observer teams on 9 July. He added, in a further
reply, that the results of the inspections carried out on 26 and 27 June had
been satisfactory.

* #*•# #
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Press Release MM/106
28 June

BODIES OF FOUR AUSTRIAN TINDOF SOLDIERS ARRIVE IN VIENNA

(The following was received from the United Nations Information Service,
Vienna.)

The bodies of four young Austrian soldiers killed in a mine accident on
25 June while serving with the United Netions Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF)
arrived in Vienna at 1500 hours GMT today in a plane of the Hideast Airlines.

A "brief military ceremony was held at which in addition to relatives, a
number of prominent Austrian personalities attended, including Federal Chancellor
Bruno Kreishy, Defence Minister Karl Lutgendorf, Secretary-General c:f she
Ministry for Foreign Affairs Heinrich Haymerle, Army Inspector-General Anton Lees,
and Political Director of Foreign Office Ludwig Steiner.

Santiago quijano Caballero, representing the Executive Director of the
United Nabior.b Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) and Richard Wotava
attended for UNIDO.

With an Austrian guard saluting and the Austrian flag at half mast, the four
caskets were lowered from the plane and wreaths of the Commander of the United
Nations Emergency Force (UNEF), Lieut,-Gen, Ensio Siilasvuo, the Interim
commander of the UNDOF, Brig.-Gen. Gonzalo Briceno and one from the military and
civil personnel of UNDOF were placed before them. Defence Minister Lutgendorf
described this as a most painful moment in his service, first in the Austrian
army and then in his position as Minister for Defence, to have to receive the
bodies of "four young comrades who died in fulfilling their duty for peace and
providing a brilliant example of the Austrian army's wholehearted and unlimited
endeavour to play its part in the maintenance of peace wherever their country
held it necessary".

The presence of the Federal Chancellor, he continued, was a sign of how much
the Government and people shared their grief on this sad occasion. "These four
young soldiers should point a way for countries and politicians who have to
decide about peace. I lay God grant that they have been the last to die in the
Middle East", concluded the Minister,

To strains of the funeral march the caskets were carried to four cars which
took them to their home towns where the funeral in each case will be accorded
full military honours.

* •*•)<•# #
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Prees Release MEM/105/Add.1
28 June

UNDOF INTERIM COMMANDER LEAVES FOR UNDOF AREA OF SEPARATION

TO INSPECT POSITION OF TROOPS

ADDENDUM

(The following was received from the Chief Information officer of UNDOF
in Damascus.)

Mr. Stajduhar stated that according to a later report from the Austrian
battalion, the man apprehended by the Austrian patrol had said that his uniform
was the El Fatah uniform.

### •*
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28 June

UNDOF INTERIM COMMANDER LEAVES FOR UMDOF AREA OF SEPARATION

TO INSPECT POSITION OF TROOPS

(The following was received from the Chief Information Officer of UNDOF
in Damascus.)

The Interim Commander of the United Nations Disengagement Observer Force
(UNDOF), Brig.-Gen. Gonzalo Briceno, left this morning for the UNDOF area of
separation to inspect the positions of his troops. This was announced by
Rudolf Stajduhar, UNDOF spokesman, at his press briefing in Damascus today.

The strength of UNDOF, as of midnight 27 June, totalled 1,210 men, -with
the following breadown: Austrians, ̂ 98; Peruvians, 3̂ -6; Canadian logistic
and signals team, 157; Polish logistic company, 85, UNDOF observers, 89 and
UNDOF headquarters staff.

Mr. Stajduhar said that on 27 June at 1̂ 00 hours GMT, an Austrian patrol
on the road from Mount Hermon apprehended a man who was dressed in Israeli
uniform and armed with a submachine gun with four magazines of ammunition
and a hand grenade. He had four identity documents. On three of them his
name was Magdi Abbas Sadi, born 3 July 19̂ , in Baghdad, nationality Iraq.
On the fourth document the date of birth and nationality were the same but
the name was different, Samer Hosi Mahmud. He said he was a member of the
El Fatah organization; he wanted to cross from Lebanon to Israel and see the
United Nations positions. He was handed over with his documents, arms and
ammunition to the Syrian civil police which functions in the UNDOF area of
separation.

To several questions, he replied that he had no other details on the case
described above.

In reply to a question concerning UNTSO, he said that this well-established
peace-keeping instrument of the United Nations continued to play a role. UNTSO
had the longest history and experience among all United Rations peace-keeping
missions.

•*• •*#-* #
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28 June

MEMORIAL SERVICE HELD FOR h AUSTRIAN UWDOF SOLDIERS

(The following was received from the Chief Information Officer of UKDOF
in Damascus.)

A memorial service for four young Austrian soldiers who lost their lives
in a mine accident on 25 June, on the road to Mount Hermon, was held today,
28 June, shortly after sunrise at 05.̂ -5 hours (local time) in the area of the
military hospital at Harasta, 10 kilometres north of Damascus.

At the service arranged in the Austrian tradition were the Interim Commander
of the United Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF), Brigadier General
Gonzalo Briceno; UNDOF Chief of Staff, Colonel Hamyik D. Hogan; Chairman of
the Israeli-Syrian Mixed Armistice Commission (iSflAC), Lieut.Col. S, Svenson;
Representatives of the Peruvian Battalion, the Canadian Logistic Support Team,
the Polish Logistic Company, UNDOF military observers, UNDOF headquarters
personnel, and military observers of the United Nations Truce Supervision
Organization in Palestine (UNTSO).

I Then a United Nations truck brought the four caskets draped with Austrian
flags, the United Nations and Austrian flags which were in the hands of soldiers
of the Austrian guard of honour were lowered. A Polish platoon also served as
guard of honour. The UNDOF Interim Commander and the Commander of the Austrian
battalion saluted the bodies of Corporal Hans Hofer, Private First Class
Walter Neuhauser, L/Corporal Helmut Sturm and Private Alija Voloder.

After prayer and blessing by the chaplain of the Austrian batallion,
First Lieutenant Albert Mark, the Commander of the Austrian batallion, Col,
Franz Burgstaller, commemorated the tragic accident. He said the young Austrian
soldiers who had lost their lives had come to this part of the world in the
United Nations mission for peace. "We will never forget that they sacrificed
their lives for the cause of peace."

1'Then a United Nations truck bearing the caskets was leaving the area of
service the trumpeter played the Austrian military song "The Good Comrade",

At the airport a Brig.Gen. of Syrian Army, A,TJ, Tayara, was present. A
Syrian army platoon joined the Austrian and Polish guards of honour. A number
of wreaths had been brought to the United Nations aircraft.

Exactly at 0500 GMT hours the United Nations aircraft left for Beirut.

* #•*-;(• *
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Press Release MEM/103
2f June

SITUATION ON GOLAN HEIGHTS CONTINUES CALM. UNDOF REPORTS

(The following was received from the Chief Information Officer of UNDOF
in Damascus,) •

The situation in the area of separation on the Golan Heights which the
United Nations Disengagemoit Observer Force (UNDOF) has "been manning and the
situation on "both sides of that area continued to be calm, Rudolf Stajduhar,
Chief Information Officer of UNDOF, said in his press briefing in Damascus
on 27 June.

He announced that UNDOF strength on 26 June totalled 1,207, with the
following breakdown: Austrians 9̂8, Peruvians 3̂ 6, Canadians 157 > Poles 85,
UNDOF military observers, 89 and UNDOF headquarters, 32.

A memorial service for four Austrian soldiers who lost their lives in a
mine accident on 25 June will be held Friday morning, 28 June, in the Harasta
Hospital, 10 kilometres north of Damascus. Caskets with their bodies will be
flown by United Nations airplane from Damascus to Beirut and then by a Middle
East Airline flight to Vienna,

Corporal Josef Schrattenecker, who was injured in the accident, was
progressing well and might be discharged from the hospital in a few days,
Mr. Stajduhar said.

A third inspection was carried out on 26 and 27 June by two teams of
UNDOF military observers, and reports were to be sent to both Syrian and
Israeli sides this evening. The next inspection would be carried out after
15 days, the Chief Information Officer stated.

Asked if he had anything to say on the inspection results, he replied that
he might have something at the briefing on 28 June.

Answering a question whether the mine-clearing operation by the Syrian
Army had been continued, he said that it had, and, he assumed, with satisfactory
results. He added that in view of the dimension of the problem UNDOF was
now negotiating on the possibility of extending the operation,

(more)
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In response to a question on how UNDOF or the United Nations Emergency Force
(UNEF) would react in the event that one side tried to penetrate the United
Nations -zone with military force, Mr. Stajduhar said that a reply to that
question had been given on several occasions.

First, he said, it was hoped that it would not happen. Secondly, full
co-operation was expected which would enable United Nations peace-keeping
forces to carry out their task to preserve the cease-fire and the separation
of forces and to supervise implementation of the agreements which the parties
had signed. Thirdly, the United Nations peace-keeping forces would do their
best to prevent cease-fire breaches.

* *** *
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Press Release 1 OHM/102
26 June

ALL_ is uiET ni GOL-JI IKIGIITS f

(The following was received from the Chief Information Officer of UNDOF
in Damascus . )

"All is quiet" in the Syrian-Israeli sector on Golan Heights where the
United Nations Disengagement Observer 'force (UNDOF) has been manning -the
area of separation since 1300 hours GliT Tuesday, 25 June. The
United Nations flag had been hoisted yesterday afternoon on the peaks of
I fount Herraon. The northern sector of the UNDOF area of separation is
being manned by Austrian soldiers, while Peruvians are in the southern sector.

This war stated by the UKDOF spokesman, Rudolf Stajduhar, at his press
briefing in Damascus on 26 June.

I Jr. Stajduhar stated that a memorial service for the four Austrian soldiers
who lost their lives in yesterday's mine accident will be held on Friday,
28 June, and on the sane day their bodies will be repatriated to Austria.
The United Nations Secretary-General, he said, was deeply saddened by this
accident and had stated that it showed clearly "the risk our peace-keeping
forces undergo by accepting such missions". The Secretary-General had sent
a message of condolence to the Government of Austria.

Corporal Josef Schrattenecker who had been slightly injured in the mine
accident, was in good condition in Harasta Hospital, 10 kilometres north of
Damascus, I Jr. Stajduhar said. A Syrian helicopter had transported
Corporal Schi'attenecker to the hospital.

The UNDO? Interim Commander, Brigadier-General Gonzalo Briceno, had sent
condolence to the Austrian Minister of Defence, lir. Stajduhar said. The
UNDOF Headquarters in Damascus and the Ausbatt Base Camp in IJanaker had
received several cables conveying condolence on the tragic loss of lives of
young United Nations soldiers.

l-.tr. Stajduhar announced that the UNDOF forward headquarters which had been
a meeting place since the beginning of the implementation of the Geneva
Agreement had fulfilled its functions and had ceased to exist as at 0600 hours
GliT this morning.

(more)
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Answering questions, Ifr, Stajduhar said he had no new details to give on
the mine accident.

To another, question, he replied that some areas of the Syrian-Israeli
sector had been heavily rained. There had been places with minefields which
were kilometres long and 150 metres vide. Mount Hermon is full of cluster
mines and other explosives. This area night be dangerous for a long time to
come. He had heard unofficially that n'n the last few coys a number of
Syrian soldiers and civilians had been killed in mine i-.rplosions. He added
that this morning the UED01? Chief of Staff, Colonel Patrick Hogan, had
again invited the attention of all UIIDOP soldiers, officers and observers
to the danger of mines on the roads and in the deployment area.

Asked how the United Nations would prevent infiltration of armed men in
the buffer zone, Mr. Stajduhar replied that the Geneva Agreement specified
that UNDOF's task is to use its best efforts to maintain the cease-fire and
to see that it is scrupulously observed. UWDOF, he added, has to supervise
the implementation of Geneva Agreement. UNDOF iri.ll carry out its task and
expects full co-operation from the Syrian authorities.

Replying to a question on how he would assess the agreement reached on
Monday which permitted the Syrian army mine-clearing operation in the UNDOF
area of separation, Mr. Stajduhar replied that it had been a good sign on
the lines of the implementation of the Geneva Agreement.

* ***
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DISgHGAGSIENTAG^MENT Egff/lSEN ISRAELI AND SYRIAN FORCES_ '

FULLY IIIPLEHEHTED,, L1TDOF Al-ITTOUNCiJB

(The following was received from the Chief Information Officer of
UNDOF in Damascus.)

The agreement on disengagement between Israeli and Syrian forces
had been fully implemented as of 1500 hours GMT today, it was announced
by the United Nations Disengagement Observer J/ovce (UNDOF). !0oth sides extended
full co-operation to UIIDOF to the last moment and this had facilitated
its task.

At his evening press briefing in Damascus today3 Rudolf Stajduhar,
Chief Information Officer of UNDO!'1, vent on to say that today at 1500 hours
GUT the Israeli Defence Forces had handed over to UNDOF the town of
Quneitra and its adjacent area, the Rafid junction area, and peaks on
Mount Hermon. Two hours later a Syrian civilian administration entered
the town of Quneitra and the Rafid Junction area. As a matter of fact,
since early this morning, only a small number of Israeli soldiers had been
present in Quneitra and in the sector of the town.

Mr. Stajduhar stated that a mine clearing operation carried out by 500
Syrian soldiers in some sectors of the UIIDOF area of separation had been
satisfactory. As announced earlier Syrian soldiers used 20 mine-clearing
tanks. UNDOF observers were supervising this operation which had started
this morning at 0̂ 00 hours GUT and would be completed on the evening of
Friday, 27 June.

Mr. Stajduhar informed newsmen that returning in the afternoon from
Quneitra to Damascus, he had seen 69 trucks and buses carrying civilians and
a minimum of their property to the areas they had left in the October 1973
or in the June 1967 wars.

(iaore)
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He said the United Nations Emergency Force (UHEF) Coiaiuander-General
Siilasvuo and UNDOF Interim Commander Brigadier-General Gonzalo Briceno,
had inspected, on the last day of the implementation of the Geneva Agreement,
the base camps and positions of UUDGF in various areas and its forward
headquarters,where General Siilasvuo met with the Israeli Liaison Officer,
Colonel Levinson.

Replying to a question, Mr. Stajduhar said that during his half-day
stay in various sectors east of the UIJDOF area of separation and in the
area, he heard a number of explosions due to the nine clearing operations.
Some explosions had been caused by Israeli Defence Forces who had been
demolishing military positions.

Giving answer to another question he saic. UIIDOF expects to have full
co-operation with the Syrian civil administration in the areas where the
population was now returning or would come later.

In response to another question he stated that General Briceno had
ordered an investigation on the mine accident in which four Austrian
soldiers lost their lives.

«-**
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UNDOF ANNOUNCES DEATH OF **• AUSTRIAN SOLDIERS IN MINE ACCIDENT

ON ROAD TO MOUNT HER1-ION

(The following was received from the Chief Information Officer of UNDOF
in Damascus.)

Four Austrian soldiers of the United Nations Disengagment Observer Force
(UNDOF) were killed in a mine accident which occurred today at 0630 hours GMT
on the road to Mount Hermon, east of the UNDOF area of separation, approximately
30 kilometres north of the town of Quneitra.

In making this sad announcement at a special press briefing in Damascus
this afternoon, Rudolf Stajduhar, Chief Information Officer c£ UNDOF, ŝ lfl |3@ names
of the soldiers were: Corporal Hans Eofer, born 13 February 19̂  in Feistritz
(Kaernten), Private First Class Walter Neuhauser, born 11 December 19̂ 7 in
Ibensee (Oberoesterreich), L/Corporal Helmut Sturm, born 28 March 1953 in
Vienna and Private Alija Voloder, born 1̂  February 195̂  in Henndorf (Salzburg),

In the same accident, Corporal Josef Schrattenecker, born 2 January 1952
in Ried. in Innkreis (Oberoesterifeich) was slightly injured. He suffered cuts
in the face and laceration at the back of the head. Corporal Schrattenecker
had been taken by Austrian ambulance to the Harasta Hospital, 10 kilometres
north of Damascus.

A convoy of Austrian cars had been on its way to Mount Hermon where the
Austrian battalion at 1300 hours GUT was to take over three important peaks
from the Israeli Defence Forces. At one point on the very narrow and badly
damaged road, one landrover hit a mine of unknown origin.

Lieut.-Gen. Ensio Siilasvuo, Commander of the United Nations Emergency
Force (UNSF), asked the Commander of the Austrian battalion, Colonel Franz
Burgstaller, to convey his condolences to the families and to the Government
of Austria.

(more)
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Syrian and Israeli authorities conveyed to UNDO? their condolences on the
tragic event which took place on the last day of the implementation of the Geneva
Agreement.

On T7ednesday, 26 June, a memorial service will be held for the four
Austrian soldiers who lost their lives. Arrangements are underway for repatria-
tion of their bodies to their homeland.

Answering a question, Mr. Stajduhar replied that the same road on which
the tragic incident occurred had been checked in the last two days and the
information had been given that it was safe. He added that otherwise this
sector and the Mount Hermon area were still covered with a large number of
mines.

* **# *
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24 June

DISENGAGEMENT IN GOLAN HEIGHTS AREA CONTINUES ACCORDING TO PLAN. UNDOF REPORTS

(The following was received from the Chief Information Officer of
UNDOF in Damascus.)

Rudolf Stajduhar, Chief Information Officer of the United Nations
Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF), stated that Syrian civilian population
had this afternoon started to move into the UNDOF final area of separation
which otherwise will be under Syrian civil administration.

At his press briefing in Damascus today, he added that in the afternoon
when he had been driving from UNDOF headquarters (north-east of Quneitra) to
Damascus, he had met a one kilometre-long column of buses and trucks carrying
civilians and their belongings in the direction of the UNDOF area.

He said that except for the inspection to be carried out on Wednesday,
2.6 June, the timetable of the Geneva Agreement will be implemented on Tuesday,
25 June, at 1500 hours GMT when the remaining part of the UNDOF final area of
separation will be taken over by the Syrian administration.

He recalled that UNDOF would carry out its task of separation of Israeli
and Syrian Armed Forces*

Summarizing the events in the last 2^ hours he said the Syrian Armed
Forces, at 0500 hours GMT this morning, had deployed the strip along Line B
which had been UNDOF's last temporary zone of separation. At this time the
Syrian civil administration moved into the final area of separation.

On Tuesday at 1JOO hours GMT the Israeli Defence Forces will hand over to
UNDOF the town of Quneitra, including the area in the centre, the Rafid
junction area in the south, and the 1-fount Hermon peaks in the north.

Mr. Stajduhar stated that on Sunday the Israeli Forces had handed over to
UNDOF the Syrian military cemetery located near the village of Khane Eremmbe,
7 kilometres north-east of Quneitra. Several hundred Syrian soldiers who had
lost their lives in the October war had been buried at this place.

(more)
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He said the UWDOF Interim Commander, Brig,-Gen. Gonzalo Briceno, had
today visited Camp Bolivar, an UNDOi? position in the area and UNDOF forward
headquarters which under the command of Colonel T. ICuosa had been a very
active place.

Answering questions, Mr. Stajduhar said the Austrian "battalion will deploy
the northern part and the Peruvian battalion the southern part of the UNDQF
area of separation„

Replying; to a question why the results of inspections had been qualified
as satisfactory, Mr. Stajduhar said it meant that both sides had been thinning
out their forces and armament in the limited areas.

In response to another question, he said that during his visit today at
noon of the town of Quneitra, he had seen only a small number of Israeli
soldiers.

* **# *
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UNDOF REPORTS ON. THIRD PHASE OF DISENGAGEMENT IN,GOLAN HEIGHTS AREA

(The following was received from the Chief Information Officer of UNDOF in
Jerusalem.)

"All indications are that the time-table of the Geneva agreement of 31 May
will be completed in the next 48 hours", it .was announced by Rudolf Stajduhar,
spo5to«tian \'o£ £Se United Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF), press
briefing in Jerusalem on Sunday, 23 June.

He said on Sunday at 1300 hours GOT the Israeli Defence Forces had handed
over to UNDOF the area east and north-east of Quneitra, covered by the third
phase of the disengagement. This sector will be a part of the final UNDOF area
of separation, Syrian civilian authorities will take over the area at 0500
hours GMT on 24 June. The Syrian Army had started to deploy the area left by
the Austrian battalion which now moved into the final area of separation.

On Tuesday, 25 June, at 1300 hours GOT the Israeli Defence Forces will hand
over to UNDOF the most northern sector of the final UNDOF area of separation,
including the Qur.eitra bulge, the Rafid junction in the centre and peaks on
Mount Hermon in the north. At 1500 hours GVT the Syrian administration yill
take over Quneitra.

The final inspection will be carried out on 26 June, The two sides have
agreed that for practical reasons no inspection will be carried out after the
third phase of separation,

Mr. Stajduhar announced that the strength of UNDOF on 22 June totalled
1,207 men with the following breakdown: Austrians, 499; Peruvians, 344; Canadians,
153; Poles, 83; UNDOF military observers, 90; UNDOF headquarters (including
forward headquarters), 29; and military police, 9.

He announced that the Peruvian and Canadian camp south of Quneitra had been
named "Camp Bolivar".

(more)
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Answering questions Ilr. Stajduhar said there had been a number of explosions
due to mine clearing by Syrian and Israeli armed forces and also due to the
fact that the Israeli Defence Forces had been demolishing military positions.

In response to another question, he said that he did not hear any report
that after 6 June — when disengagement started — the Israeli Defence Forces
had damaged any civilian property in 'the area.

Replying to a further question, he said Line A and B, -which border the
buffer zone, had been precisely determined on the maps, and on Monday, marking
on the ground will start. He added that white and blue barrels will be placed
at a cross-road entering the zone.

In reply to the next question, he said intensive contacts had been
.maintained with Syria and Israel by the United Nations top.military men in the
area — Lieut, Gen. Ensio Siilasvuo, Maj.-Gen. S. Liljestrand, and Brig.-Gen.
G. Briceno.

Asked how UNDOF would act in the case of eventual infiltration in to the
zone of separation, Mr. Stajduhar replied that "at this time we are engaged in
the process of disengagement".

Asked what the United Nations Emergency Force . (UNEF) and UNDOF would do if
one or the other side would try to penetrate the zone of separation,
Mr. Stajduhar replied that they would make efforts to prevent it and would also
immediately report to the United Nations Secretary-General. "But we assume it
would not happen." .

Summarizing the situation, he stated that it continued to be the same;
separation is progressing smoothly, no significant problem had been reported
by UNDOF.

# #** #
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21 June

UNDOF CARRIES OUT SECOND INSPECTION IN SEVERAL AREAS

OF, LIMITED. FORCES AMD ARMAMENT IN NORTHERN, CENTRAL, SOUTHERN SECTORS

(The following was received from the Chief Information Officer of UNDOF
in Damascus.)

At his press briefing in Damascus today, Rudolf Stajduhar, Chief Information
Officer of the United Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF), announced
that on Thursday, 20 June, two UNDOF observer teams had carried out the second
inspection in a number of areas of limited forces and armament in the northern,
central and southern sectors.

The two teams were led by the same officers: On the Syrian side, by
Captain S. Nielsen of Denmark, and on the Israeli side, by Major George Mays
of Australia. last night the inspection report was sent to the two parties and
to the Secretary-General.

Mr, Stajduhar informed newsmen that the Commander of the United Nations
Emergency Force (UNEF), Lieut.-Gen, Ensio Siilasvuo, and UNDOF Interim Commander,
Brig,-Gen. G. Briceno had met yesterday with the Chief of Staff of the Syrian
Armed Forces, Maj.-Gen. Yousef Shakur, and discussed with him the implementation
of the Geneva Agreement and the UNDOF operation.

General Siilasvuo left this morning by airplane for Cairo.

Mr. Stajduhar stated that yesterday Maj.-Gen. L. Koho from the Secretary-
General's office in New York, had visited UNDOF. General Koho made a one-day
stopover in Jerusalem where he met with the Chief of Staff of the United Nations
Truce Supervision Organization in Palestine (UNTSO), Maj.-Gen. Bengt Liljestrand.
General Koho left this morning for Beirut and Cairo.

Replying to questions, Mr. Stajduhar said he understood that the report on
the second inspection had also been satisfactory.

In response to another question, he replied that UNDOF was manning the
present positions and preparing itself for the completion of the third phase
of separation which would take place on Monday, 2k June, and for the fourth and
final phase to be completed on the morning of 26 June.

Answering another question he said there had been no substantial change
in UNDOF strength for the last 2U hours,

* *## #
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20 June

UNEF .COIg-MDER I_NSPECTS CAMPS OF AUSTRIAN AND POLISH UNDOF TROOPS

Tvo Commanders Visit Forward Headquarters. Consult •with Liaison Officers

(The following was received from the Chief Information Officer of UNDOF
in Damascus.)

Lieut.-Gen. Ensio Siilasvuo, Commander of the United Nations Emergency
Force (UNEF), inspected on 19 June the Austrian Battalion base camp and the
Polish Logistic Company camp of the United Nations Disengagement Observer
Force (UNDOF) at the Syrian village of Kanaker. General Siilasvuo had been
visiting UNDOF and Brig.-Gen. Gonzalo Briceno, Interim Commander of UNDOF*

Later the two commanders visited UNDOF forward headquarters where they
had discussions with Israeli and Syrian liaison officers separately on some
practical aspects of the implementation of the time-table of disengagement of
the Syrian and Israeli forces.

That information was given by the Chief Information Officer of UNDOF,
Rudolf Stajduhar, at his Damascus press briefing today (20 June). Mr. Stajduhar
went on to say that General Siilasvuo met today in Damascus the head of the
Syrian Liaison Office with UNDOF, Brig.-Gen. Adman Uadji Tayara, with whom he
had an exchange of views on the remaining part of disengagement and also on the
situation which would exist after 26 June, including the movement of the Syrian
civilian population into the UNDOF final area of separation,

llr. Stajduhar announced that UNDOF strength on 19 June totalled 1,205,
with the following breakdown of troops: Austrians 503; Peruvians 3H;
Canadians 156; Poles 83; UNDOF headquarters, including forward headquarters,
29; and UNDOF observers 90.

To a question regarding the civilian population in the UNDOF final area
of separation, Mr. Stajduhar cited a part of the Protocol to the Agreement on
Disengagement which stated:

(more)
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"The function of the United Nations Disengagement Observer ;Force (UNDOF)
under the Agreement will be to use its best' efforts to maintain the cease-fire
and to see that it is scrupulously observed. It vill supervise the Agreement
and Protocol thereto with regard to the areas of separation and limitation.
In carrying out its mission it will comply with the general applicable Syrian
laws and regulations and will not hamper the function of the local civil
administration. It will enjoy freedom of movement and communication and other
facilities that are necessary for its mission."

l!r. Stajduhar said that U!DOF "believed that it had the full co-operation
and assistance of the Syrian authorities in carrying out that task. Eventual
problems which might arise after 26 June, when the civilian population would
move to the town of Quneitra and to the villages in the zone, UNDOF would
discuss through-the normal channel of communication, the Syrian Liaison Office
in Damascus headed by General Tayara.

In response to another question, Mr. Stajduhar said that because of mines
the civilian population would move slowly to Quneitra and it vould take some
time to restore conditions for normal life in the town. .

Answering another question, he said that the' UNDQF temporary zone of
separation was now approximately seven kilometres northeast of the town of
Quneitra.

He informed newsmen that UNDOF Interim Commander Briceno, who was almost
daily visiting UNDOF positions, had inspected a squad of the Austrian battalion
a few days ago on Mount Hermon at an altitude of 2,600 metres.

* _<u \r_\t
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under the Agreement will be to use its best' efforts to maintain the cease-fire
and to see that it is scrupulously observed. It Td.ll supervise the Agreement
and Protocol thereto with regard to the areas of separation and limitation.
In carrying out its mission it will comply with the general applicable Syrian
laws and regulations and will not hamper the function of the local civil
administration. It will enjoy freedom of movement and communication and other
facilities that are necessary for its mission."

Ilr. Stajduhar said that UNDOF believed that it had the full co-operation
and assistance of the Syrian authorities in carrying out that task. Eventual
problems which might arise after 26 June, when the civilian population would
move to the town of Quneitra and to the villages in the zone, UNDOF would
discuss through-the normal channel of communication, the Syrian Liaison Office
in Damascus headed by General Tayara.

In response to another question, Mr. Stajduhar said that because of mines
the civilian population would move slowly to Quneitra and it would take some
time to restore conditions for normal life in the town.

Answering another question, he said that the' UNDOF temporary zone of
separation was now approximately seven kilometres northeast of the town of
Quneitra.

He informed newsmen that UNDOF Interim Commander Briceno, who was almost
daily visiting UNDOF positions, had inspected a squad of the Austrian battalion
a few days ago on Mount Hermon at an altitude of 2,600 metres.
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SECOND PHASE OF SEPARATION OF SYRIAN, AMD ISRAELI FORCES COMPLETED

(The following was received from the Chief Infouaation Officer of UNDO?
in Damascus.)

The second phase of the separation of Syrian and Israeli forces WHS
completed early today. This vas announced "by Brigadier-General Gonsaio Briceno,
Interim Commander of the United Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDQF),
speaking to newsmen at UNDOF forward headquarters northeast of Quneitra,

At 0500 hours GMF, Syrian armed forces began to deploy the a?ea covered
by the second phase of the implementation of the time-table of the Agreement
signed in Geneva on 31 ̂ Yt ani completed the deployment in a short period of
time.

Welcoming international and Syrian newsmen from Damascus who arrived at
forward headquarters at 11.30 a.m. local time, Gen. Briceno said that in a
week's time the separation of forces would be completed. He thanked the press
for coverage of UNDOF activities in the area.

Answering a question, the head of forward headquarters, Col. T. Kuosa,
said UWDQF had a sufficient number of forces to carry out the present task,
He did not foresee any problem in that regard.

In response to another question, Col. Kuosa said that there had been some
problems with Syrian civilians at the beginning of implementation of the
Agreement but that such problems no longer existed. The Syrian civilians had
become aware of when the Syrian armed forces would move to the specific area.

In response to a further question, Col. Kuosa said that, in accordance
with the agreement, Israeli defence forces had provided oo, schedule maps of
minefields in the area; but he believed that complete maps did not exist and
therefore precautionary measures had been necessary. He added that since the
beginning of the implementation of the time-table of the Agreement, Syrian and
Israeli forces had been engaged in mine clearing operations.

(more)
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Also in reply to a question, the Chief Information Officer of UWDOF,
Rudolf Stajdn̂ r,- said that in .view .of the fact that the civilian population
would be returning to the UNDOF area of separation, Syrian authorities and
UNDOF would discuss their relations after 26 June.- The territory vould otherwise
be under Syrian administration.

To the inext question, Col, Kuosa replied that minefields and at some points
complicated terrain caused a slowdown in the movement of ITOOF but that the
time-table had been fulfilled completely,

Col. Kuosa also said that Israeli defence forces did not destroy any
civilian property during the process of disengagement; but much damage and
destruction had been caused in October of 1973 and earlier, " •

Mr. Stajduhar informed newsmen that at 11.30 a.m. local time the Commander
of the United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF), Lieut.-Gen. Ensio Siilasvuo, had
arrived in Damascus.where he would consult with the UNDOF Interim Commander,
Brig.-Gen.. Briceno, and Syrian authorities. . ...

«• #*# #
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ISRAELI FORCES HAND OVER AREA COVERED BY SECOND PHASE

OF DISENGAGEMENT OPERATION

(The following was received from the Chief Information Officer of UWDOF
in Damascus,)

At 1JOO hours GMT today Israeli defence forces handed over to the United
Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UWDOF) the area covered by the second
phase of the separation of Syrian and Israeli forcest the Chief Information
Officer of UNDOF, Rudolf Stajduhar, stated at his press briefing in Damascus
today.

He said that Israeli Liaison Officer Col. Simcha Maoz and UNDOFTs Col,
T. Kuosa were once again present at the handing over.

The Austrian battalion had immediately begun to deploy in the area, which
was about 180 square kilometres in size and located north-east of Quneitra,
he went on. Syrian armed forces would start to deploy in the area at 0500
hours GMT on 19 June. At that time the Austrian battalion would move to the
west, where a new temporary area of separation would be established. It would
be more than 35 kilometres long and about 1 kilometre wide.

Replying to a question, Mr. Stajduhar said that during the separation
process there had been some incursions of Syrian civilians and soldiers into
the UNDOF temporary area of separation. All had been escorted back by UNDOF
soldiers.

To a further question, he said the best way to describe the present situa-
tion would be to quote from the UNDOF daily report of 17 June, which said,
"Firing, nil. Air activity, nil. Incursions, nil". He added that there had
been mine explosions but that they were due to mine clearing activities by
armed forces of the two sides.

(more)
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Asked whether UNDOF had been involved in mine clearing, he replied that
it had been involved only for the area of the UNDOF forward headquarters*
Otherwise this big task had been left to the two sides,,

This afternoon international and Israeli journalists from Jerusalem and
Tel Aviv visited UNDOF forward headquarters (called Fox). The newsmen were
welecaed by the Inter in Commander of UNDOF, Brig. Gen. Gonaalo Bricenoj the
Chief of Staff, Col. Patrick noganj ana tine neaa of forward "neacLcpjsrters,
Col, T. Kuosa. They were briefed on the situation since 6 June, •
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PRESS BRIEFING BY UKDOF SPOKESMAN IN DAMASCUS ON 17 JUNE

(The following was received from the Chief Information Officer of UNDOF
in Damascus.)

At his press briefing in Damascus on 17 June, the Chief Information Officer
of the United Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDCF), Rudolf Stajduhar,
said that, in accordance with the Agreement signed in Geneva on 31 May, two
UNDOF observer teair.s carried out on Sunday, 16 June, an inspection of the most
southern sector of the areas of limitation in armament and forces. The
findings of the two inspection teams had been cent last night to Israeli and
Syrian military contingents.

Mr. Stajduhar announced that UNDOF strength as of l6 June totalled 1,218
with the following breakdown: Austria, 508- Peru, 3̂ 5, Canada, 172; Poland, 89; ;
UNDOF observers, 85; Sweden, 8; Ireland, 1' and 7 personnel of the United
Nations Emergency Force (UNEF) at UNDOF forward headquarters.

In answer to a question, Mr. Stajduhar said he was of the impression that
the findings of the inspection teams were satisfactory. Both sides extended the
necessary co-operation in the carrying out of the first inspection.

In reply to another question, he said that the inspection had been carried
out under the direction of Col. T. Kuosa. The inspection team on the Israeli
side was led by Maj. George Mays of Australia, while the team on the Syrian
Bide was led by Capt. S. Niellnon of Denmark. Each team had 10 people.

To another question, he said that the Secretary-General was also informed
about the inspection report. He added that, according to the decision taken
by the two sides, the inspection report would not be made public.

To another question, he said that, during the process of disengagement,
inspections would be carried out after each phase of separation. Once the
Agreement was fully implemented, inspections would be carried out in intervals
of 15 days-, as specified in the Agreement of 31 May. On the request of one
side, UNDCF would arrange a special inspection.
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UNDOF SPOKESMAN ISSUES STATEMENT TO PRESS ON 15 JUNE

(The following was received from the Chief Information Officer of UNDOF
in Damascus.)

The Chief Information Officer of the United Nations Disengagement Observer
Force (UNDOF), Rudolf Stajduhar, made the following announcement to the Press
at 0500 hours (GMT) on Saturday, 15 June, in Damascus:

"The Syrian armed forces had taken over the area covered by the first phase
of separation of Israeli and Syrian forces. This area had been in UNDOF control
since 14 June at 1JOO hours (GMT), when it had been handed over to UNDOF by
Israeli defence forces.

"The Syrian forces entered the area which is south of the Syrian town of
Saasa from various positions and, according to their plans, the Austrian
battalion units had moved to the west — to the new temporary buffer zone, which
is approximately 15 kms. long and 1 km. wide.

"Thus, the first phase of the implementation of the time-table of the
Agreement signed in Geneva on 51 May had been completed.

"The second phase of separation will be completed by 19 June. The area
which is of a bigger size will be handed over to UNDOF on 18 June at 1300 hours
(GMT) and the Syrian forces will take it over the next day at 0500 hours (GMT)."

# ***
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ISRAELI FORCES HAND OVER TO UNDOF AREA COVERED BY FIRST PHASE

OF SEPARATION OF SYRIAN AND ISRAELI FORCES

(The following was received from the Chief Information Officer of UNDOF
in Damascus.)

At his press briefing in Damascus today, the Chief Information Officer of
the United Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF), Rudolf Stajduhar,
announced that, at 1JOO hours (GMT) today, the Israeli defence forces handed
over to UNDOF the area covered by the first phase of the separation of Syrian
and Israeli forces.

He said that an Israeli liaison officer, Col. Simcha Maoz, and UNDOF
Col. T. Kuosa were present at the handing over. The last Israeli forces column,
consisting of several vehicles, left the area of Tel Mai, 15 kilometres south
of the UNDOF forward headquarters. A few moments later, an Austrian battalion
company moved into the area, which was in size about 60 sq. kms. They will man
the area until 0500 hours (GMT) tomorrow, Saturday, 15 June, when Syrian army
forces will take it over.

At that time, the Austrian battalion will move further to the west where
the new temporary buffer zone of separation will be established.

He said that the Chief of Staff of the United Nations Truce Supervision
Organization (UNTSO), Maj.-Gen. Bengt Liljestrand, visited the forward
headquarters of UNDOF this morning, where he discussed some practical matters
of co-operation between his organization and UNDOF.

Mr. Stajduhar said that he had crossed yesterday and today the cease-fire
line and had travelled on both sides of the line. He got an impression that
the situation remained quiet. He noticed only a few mine explosions and normal
movements of military vehicles, but nothing unusual.

Replying to a question, he said that the Interim Commander of UNDOF,
Brig.-Gen. Gonzalo Briceno, was returning from Jerusalem to his headquarters
in Damascus sometime this evening.

Asked if there were any new developments on the movement of Syrian
civilians into the area which will be taken over tomorrow by the Syrian armed
forces, Mr. Stajduhar said that this was in the hands of the Syrian authorities.
Up to this afternoon, he had not received any information on the matter.
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SPOKESI'IAH REPORTS ON PROGRESS OF, D ISBNGAGEI/iF.ICT _ PROCESS

' (The f bllowirig "was received from the Chief Information Off leer of UNDOF
in Jerusalem.) '• '"' . .

At a press briefing in Jerusalem on Thursday, 13 June^ the Chief
Information Officer of the United Nations Disengagement Observer Forse
Rudolf Stajduhar, said that, on the eighth day of the implementation of the
Geneva Agreement on 31 Hay, the whole situation had been developing according
to the time-table agreed upon by Syria and Israel.

UNDOF headquarters and its forward headquarters were engaged in constant
discussion, exchange of views and elaborated work with the two parties vriLth
the aim of complete separation of forces on 26 June,

He went on to say that, this morning, he had passed by the forward
headquarters and was informed that both sides continued to extend full
co-operation, enabling the whole operation to progress without any major
problem.

He announced that the Interim Commander of UNDOF, Brig.-Gen̂  Gonzalo Briceno,
met this afternoon in Tel Aviv with the Chief of Staff of the Israeli defence
forces, Mad. -Gen* Mordecai Gur. He also met the Israeli Liaison Officer with
the United Nations forces, Col. S, Levinson, Gen. Briceno also had consulta-
tions with the Chief of Staff of the United Nations Truce Supervision
Organization in Palestine (UNTSO), Maj.-Gen. Bengt Liljestrand.

Mr. Stajduhar said that the strength of UHDOF, as of 12 June, was 1,233>
with the following breakdown: Austria, 306 in the mission area and 198 on the
way; Peru, 331 in the mission area and 11 on their way; Canada (logistics and
signals support group), 175 > Poland (logistics company), 88. Others were
88 UNDOF observers at UNDOF headquarters in Damascus, 29 in the forward
headquarters in the temporary area of separation, and 9 in the military police
detachment,

Answering a question, Mr. Stajduhar said that, according to information
from UNDOF, the two sides had started to thin out their forces in the areas of
limitation of armament and forces in the most southern sector,

(more)
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Answering another query, he said that the first inspection will be
arranged by two inspection teams after the first phase of the separation of
Israeli and Syrian forces vas completed.

In reply to- another question, he said that, during the process of
separation, some shooting had been reported by UNDQF. He said: "Ue consider
them as sporadic and of a local nature".

He went on to say that Gen. Liljestrand, Commander of UWTSO, and
James Jonah, a senior official from United Nations Headquarters, vho travelled
from opposite directions, met this afternoon.at the 103 kilometre mark on the
Jerusalem Tiberias road and had an informal talk, llr. Jonah left later in the
afternoon for Cairo, where he will visit the headquarters of the United Nations
Emergency Force (UNEF). He will leave for New York on 1^ June.
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12 June

UNEF COliMAITDER IEAVES DAMASCUS BY OAR FOR JERUSALEM AND CAIRO

(The following was received from the Chief Information Officer of the
UNDOF in Damascus.)

The Commander of the United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF), Lieut.-Gen.
Ensio Siilasvuo, left Damascus this morning by car for Jerusalem. After a
brief stop-over there, he left for Cairo, where he will attend a dinner given
in honour of President Richard M. Nixon of the United States.

The Interim Commander of the United Nations Disengagement Observer Force
(UNDOF), Brig.-Gen. Gonzalo Briceno, left Damascus this afternoon by car for
Jerusalem where, on Thursday, 1J June, he will meet with the Chief of Staff
of the Israeli defence forces, Maj.-Gen, Mordecai Gur.

This had been announced by the Chief Information Officer of UNDOF, Rudolf
Stajduhar, at his press briefing in Damascus today.

Mr. Stajduhar went on to say that, during his stay in Jerusalem, the
Interim Commander of UNDOF would also meet with the Israeli Liaison Officer,
Col. S. Levinson. Brig.-Gen. Briceno xrould also have consultations with
the Chief of Staff of the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization in
Palestine (UNTSO), Maj.-Gen. Bengt Liljestrand.

Replying to a question, Mr. Stajduhar said that the Israeli defence forces
had been re-deploying in the area covered by the first phase of the separation.
It is a territory of approximately 60 sq. kms. south of Saassa. He recalled
his statement of 10 June that this area would be handed over to UNDOF on 1^ June
and, the next day, the Syrian forces would start to re-deploy the same area.

Asked to describe the UNDOF forward headquarters, Mr. Stajduhar said that
the meeting place had been located near the hill known as Tell Ech Chams, within
the temporary area of the separation. The Israeli tent was on the left, while
the Syrian tent was on the right of the UNDOF tent. The United Nations flag
was on the pole in front of the UNDOF tent. The UNDOF forward headquarters was
co-operating with both sides in the process of the disengagement and also gave
directions to UNDOF. Each side had its own communications system in the area.

(more)
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In response to a question as to whether the two sides had been meeting
in the UKDOF tent, Mr. Stajduhar said no; they met separately with the UKDOF
representative, Gol. T. Kuosa, and they used his services.

Asked if there was truth in the reports about snakes and scorpions in
the area of the UKDOF forward headquarters, Mr. Stajduhar replied yes, but
that both sides and UNDOF personnel took care.

To a question whether the area of the first phase of the separation
covered two-fifths of the Israeli bulge, Mr. Stajduhar said yes.

To another question, >fr. Stajduhar said that both sides had continued
with mine clearing operations in several areas.
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(The following was received from the Chief Information Officer of URDOF
in1 Damascus.) ;

- The Commander of the United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF), Lieut.-Gen.
Ensio Siilasvuo, stated to newsmen last night in Damascus that, on Tuesday,'
11 June, on his way from Israel to Syria, he had an opportunity to see'the
trpops on both sides of the disengagement area.

He also visited the forward headquarters'of the United Nations Disengagement
Observer Force (UKDOF) near the front lines. He did not hear there had been
any problems in the implementation of the agreement on the disengagement.

Gen. Siilasvuo, who arrived in Damascus by car from Jerusalem said that,
at the forward headquarters where- the two aides and UHDOF are represented, it was
possible to solve problems and differences of opinion.

"I got the impression", said Gen. Siilasvuo, "that UNDOF troops are well
prepared and ready to assist the two parties in the disengagement process.
I have seen that Brig.-Gen. Briceno and his staff are in control of the task."

The UNEF Commander told newsmen that, on Monday, 10 June, he had met with
the Minister of Defence of Israel, and, on Tuesday, 11 June, with the Minister
of Defence of Syria. He said that Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim had asked
him to be in over-all charge of the three existing missions -- the UNEF, the
United Nations Truce Supervision Organization (UNTSO) and UNDOF — in the area
with a view to rationalize the operations, administration and logistic support.

Answering to a question whether there had been a sufficient number of UNDOF
troops to cover the whole area, Gen. Siilasvuo said that he thought so. The
terrain was of such a nature that it was not too difficult to cover the whole
area.

To a question whether UNTSO observers were incorporated in UNDOF,
Gen. Siilasvuo replied that it had been the case with 90 observers who were
already in the area. But UNTSO continued with independent tasks. It was a
very well established mission in the area and would be able to assist UNDOF
in many ways.

(more)
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In response to a question as to how many Soviet and United States observers
were with UMEOF, Gen, Siilasvuo replied that there were none.

To a question as to when Syrian civilians could go back to Quneitra, the
UKEF Connnander replied that it was completely up to the Syrian authorities.

Asked to describe the various phases of the disengagement, Gen. Siilasvuo
replied that there were four, but that he would not go into details. The whole
operation would be finished by 26 June.

Gen. Siilasvuo stated that he was very happy in Geneva to see how easily
the Military Group completed ita work. In fact, it had been finished two days
ahead of schedule.

The Interim Commander of UHDOF, Brig. -Gen. Bricefio, who also participated
at the press conference held at his headquarters, was asked if he encountered
any difficulties in the disengagement problem. He said that there had been
no difficulties so far. The whole operation was progressing well and without
problems. Both Syria and Israel had extended full co-operation to UHBOE and
to him. .

He stated: "Today again I visited my forward headquarters where I received
a fresh report from my representative Col. T. Kuossa. He informed me that all
was going well."

##* •«•
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(The following was received from the Chief Information Officer of UNDOF
in Damascus. )

At a press briefing in Damascus on 10 June, the Chief Information Officer
of the United Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF), Rudolf Stajduhar,
said that implementation of the Disengagement Agreement between Israeli and
'Syrian forces, signed on 31 May, was proceeding smoothly, without problems and
with both sides extending co-operation to UNDOF.

Mr. Stajduhar also announced that the Commander of the United Nations
Emergency Force (UNEF), Lieut.-Gen. En silo Siilasvuo, was arriving in Damascus
on 11 June and would have consultations with the Interim Commardor of UHDOF,
Brig.-Gen. Gonzalo Bricefio. During his stay in Damascus, Gen. Siilasvuo would
also meet with Syrian representatives.

Replying to a query, Mr. Stajduhar said that UNDOF became operational on
6 June, as specified in the Agreement signed in Geneva on 31 May. UNEF troops
assigned to the area and observers of the United Nations Truce Supervision
Organization (UNTSO) already in the area were fused in a new organization.
UNDOF personnel were now manning positions in the area of separation.

Asked about the breakdown of UNDOF, Mr. Stajduhar said it was as follows:
Austria, 327 in the area and 182 on their way; Peru, 263 in the area and 85 on
their way: Canada, 175; Poland, 90; and 90 observers.

Mr. Stajduhar added that an Austrian battalion had its camp at Kanaker
(Syrian village approximately 0̂ kilometres south-west of Damascus) A Peruvian
battalion headquarters was located at Kuneitra. A Canadian logistic company
established a base in Kuneitra, while a Polish logistic unit had its base at
Kanaker.

Replying to a question, Mr. Stajduhar said that the Interim Commander of
UHDOF, Gen. Bricefio, was at his headquarters in Damascus. The Chief of Staff
of UNDOF was Col. Patrick Hogan from the UNTSO, who had been with UNEF since
the end of October 1973 to the end of March 197̂ . The forward headquarters of
UNDOF had been established on the main road between Damascus and Kuneitra,
approximately 3 kilometres south-west of Saassa (it is within the area of
separation).

(more)
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He said that the military representatives of Syria and Israel and
Col. T. Kuosa, who was reorienting the "JNDOF Interim Conoander, met regularly
at the UMEOj? forward headquarters.

In response to another question, Mr. Stajduhar replied that, on the
afternoon of 1^ June, the Israeli defence forces will hand over to UITOOF the
area covered by the first phase of the disengagement. Syrian forces will
start re-deploying in the are-0, or., r/be next day, 15 June.

Replying to anc'.he- q̂ .eŝ ion, ?'.-. S\-v.duhar said thtvt, according to the
Agreement and the de'cai-LL-d plan of separation, the whole operation, which is
divided into four phases, would be completed by Wednesday, 26 June.

In answer to a query, Mr. Sv.t.jduh.p.r said that Syrian and Israeli army
units were engaged in a mine-clearing operation in the area of separation.

Asked about Gen. Siilasvuo's visit to Damascus, Mr. Stajduhar said that
UHEF and UMBO were co-operating fully wi+.h IMDOF and, therefore, they were
having full consultations on various matters. He added that the Cotnmander of
UHEF, had met with the Chief of Staff of the UMSO, Maj.-Gen. Bengt Llljes'trand,
on Sunday, 9 June. Yesterday, 10 Jur^e, he had met with Israeli representatives.
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PLAN FOR IMPLFiraNTATIDW 0? ISRAELI-SOIA1?

SIGNED AT FIFTH AND FINAL MEETING OF MILITARY WO.HKING GROUP

(The following was received from the United Nations Information Service,
Geneva.) • .

The plan for implementation of the Israeli-Syrian Disengagement Agreement
was signed at the fifth and final meeting of the Military Working Group at the
Palais des Nations in Geneva today.

The actual document signed by the parties was the Disengagement Plan as
represented, on a map. The Plan had teen worked out by the Military Working
Group during its meetings in Geneva, following the signing of the Disengagement
Agreement on 31 May.

There was, in addition, a statement by Gen. Ensio Siilasvuo. This
statement, devoted to other related matters, was signed "by Gen. Siilasvuo
alone. Its contents were not released. ' .

The meeting was held in the Council Chamber of the Palais des Nations,
which was closed until the signing had been completed. Immediately afterwards —
after 1000 hours (local time) — the Press were admitted to the Council Chamber.
In a short final address, Gen. Siilasvuo observed that, in signing the
Disengagement Plan, the Military Working Group of the Geneva Peace Conference
had carried out its mandate as set out in the Disengagement Agreement.

"With the completion of our work", he said, '"the process of disengagement
end separation of forces will begin tomorrow. I am confident that the
Disengagenent Plan will be implemented without complications."

The Plan was signed, as .the 31 May Agreement had been, by Gen. Adnan Wajih
Tayara, for Syria; Gen. H. Shafir, for Israel; and, .as witness, by Gen.
Siilasvuo, for the United Nations. The table arrangement adopted on 3^- May
was retained, with the United Nations delegation occupying the head table;
flanked on the right by a table shared by Syrian officers and Gen. Taha El Magdoub
of Egypt; on the left by a table.occupied by Gen. Shafir and other members . .
of the Israeli delegation. Closing the pattern were tables occupied by the
United States delegation, headed by Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker, and the
Soviet delegation, headed by Ambassador V. Vinogradvo. The military'were in
uniform.
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With Gen. Siilasvuo at the United Nations table were Roberto E. Guyer,
Under-Secretary-General for Special Political Affairs and Personal
Representative of the Secretory-General to the Peace Conference on the
Middle East, and. James Joneh.

Statement by Gen. Siilasvuo

Following is a closing statement made by Lieut. -Gen. Ensio. Siilasvuo., .
Commander of -the United Hat-ions Emergency Torce (UNEF), af'ier the -'signing- of
the implementation plan of the Israeli -Syrian Disengagement Agreement:

"Geneva, 5 June 197̂ ,

"It is indeed gratifying to me to report that a few minutes ago, the
military representatives of Israel and Syria signed the Disengagement Plan
as delineated on a map. By this act, the Military Working Group of the
Geneva Peace Conference has carried out its mandate as eel) out in the
Disengagement Agreement. With the completion of our work, the process of
disengagement and separation of forces will begin tomorrow. I am confident
that the Disengagement Plan will be implemented without complications. '

"I want to congratulate particularly the Israeli and Syrian
representatives for their co-operation and understanding throughout the
talks held here in Geneva. I am sure I discern a sign, however feeble,
of a desirable change of attitude. Prevailing in all our discussions was
a readiness to find areas of accommodation to meet the legitimate interests
of both sides. I feel that it was this development and the wealth of
experience gained in the talks at Kilometre 101, that enabled us to make
rapid progress in our work.

"We must constantly remind ourselves that we have only taken the vitally
important initial steps in a .l°nS &nd difficult journey towards a just and
lasting peace in the Middle 'East.' The two disengagement and separation of
forces agreements, both in Egypt /Israel and Israel/Syria sectors, should now
create the proper atmosphere for tackling the outstanding political problems.
Certainly, we are all eager with hope that the constructive and positive-"
attitude that dominated our meetings will offer encouragement to all those
engaged in the continuing search for a just peace in the area.

"In this regard, we must all welcome the participation of the
Co-Chairmen in the Military Group. By their presence and participation, they
have again underlined their determination to co-operate in building a new
structure of peace in the area. ' ' :

. "As far as the United Nations is concerned, UNDOF stands ready to render
all necessary assistance to. the parties in the implementation and strict
observation of the separation of forces agreement. As you know, steps have
already been taken to make UNDOF operational within the time specified in the
Disengagement Plan.

"Now that we have completed this series of meetings, let me, on behalf
of al.3. of you, express our deep appreciation to the Swiss authorities for their
assistance, understanding and patience during our stay here. We also offer our
thanks to all those who have made the necessary arrangements for our meetings.
It now remains for me to wish you all bon voyage."
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PLAN FOR IMPI3W3KTATCON 0? ISRAELÎ YPIÂ T DISENGAGEMENT AGREEMENT

SIGNED AT FIFTH AND FINAL MEETING OF MILITARY WCRKING GROUP .

(The following vas received from the United Nations Information Service,
Geneva.)

The plan for implementation of the Israeli-Syrian Disengagement Agreement
was signed at the fifth and final meeting of the Military Working Group at the ••
Palais des Nations in Geneva today.

The actual document signed by the parties was the Disengagement Plan as
represented on a map. The Plan had been worked out by the Military Working
Group during its meetings in Geneva, following the signing of the Disengagement
Agreement on Jl May. ;

There was, in addition, a statement by Gen. Ensio Siilasvuo.' This
statement, devoted to other related matters, was signed by Gen. Siilasvuo •
alone. Its contents were not released.

The meeting was held in the Council Chamber of the Palais des Nations,
which was closed until the signing had been completed. Immediately afterwards --
after 1000 hours (local time) -- the Press were admitted to the Council Chamber.
In a short final address, Gen. Siilasvuo observed that, in signing the
Disengagement Plan, the Military Working Group of the Geneva Peace Conference
had carried out its mandate as set out in the Disengagement Agreement.-

"With the completion of our work", he said, "the process of disengagement
and separation of forces will begin tomorrow. I am confident that the
Disengageuent Plan will be implemented without complications."

The Plan was signed, as the 31 May Agreement had been, by Gen. Adnan Wajih
Tayara, for Syria; Gen. H. Shafir, for Israel; and, as witness, by Gen.
Siilasvuo, for the United Nations. The table arrangement adopted on 31 May
was retained, with the United Nations delegation occupying the head table;
flanked on the right by a table shared by Syrian officers and Gen. Tana El Magdoub
of Egypt; on the left by'a table occupied by Gen. Shafir and other members
of the Israeli delegation. Closing the pattern were tables occupied by the
United States delegation, headed by Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker, and the
Soviet delegation, headed by Ambassador V. Vinogradvo. The military were in
uniform.
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With Gen. Siilasvuo at the United Nations table were Roberto E. Guyer,
Under-Secretary-General for Special Political Affairs and'Personal
Representative of the Secretory-General to the Peace Conference on the
Middle East, and James Jonah.

Statement by Geno Siilasvuo

Following is. a closing statement made by Lieut.-Gen. Ensio Siilasvuo,
Commander of the United Nations Emergency 7orce (LNEF), af-.er the signing of
the implementation plan cf the Israeli-Syrian Disengagement Agreement:" _.

"Geneva, 5 June 197̂ ,

"It is indeed gratifying to me to report that a few minutes ago, the
military representatives of Israel and Syria signed the Disengagement Plan
as delineated on a map. By this act, the Military Working Group of the
Geneva Peace Conference has carried out its mandate as set out in the
Disengagement Agreement. With the completion of our work, the process of
disengagement and separation of forces will begirt tomorrow. I am confident
that the Disengagement Plan will be implemented without complications.

"I want -bo congratulate .particularly the Israeli and.Syrian
representatives for their co-operation and understanding throughout the
talks held' here in Geneva. I am sure I discern a sign, however feeble,
of a desirable change of attitude. Prevailing in all our discussions was
a readiness to find areas of accommodation to meet the legitimate interests
of both sides. I feel that it was this development and the wealth of
experience g&lned in the talks at Kilometre 101, that enabled us to make
rapid progress in our work. •

"We must constantly remind ourselves that we have only taken the vitally,
important initial steps in a long and difficult journey towards a just and •''
lasting peace in the Middle East. The two disengagement and separation of'
forces .agreements, "both in Egypt/Israel and Israel/Syria sectors, should now
create the proper atmosphere for tackling the outstanding political problems.
Certainly, ve are all eager with hope that the constructive and positive
attitude that dominated our meetings will offer encouragement to all those
engaged in the continuing search for'a just peace in the 'area.

"in this regard, we must all welcome the participation of the
Co-Chairmen in the Military Group. By their presence and participation, they
have again underlined their determination to co-operate in building a new
structure of peace in the area. ' ' '•

. .. "As far .as the United Nations is concerned, UNDOF stands ready to render
all necessary assistance to the parties in the implementation and strict
observation of the separation of:forces agreement. As you know, steps have
already been taken to make UKDOF operational within the tirae specified in the
Disengagement Plan.

"Now that we have completed this series of meetings, let me, on behalf
of all of you, express our deep appreciation to the Swiss authorities for their
assistance, understanding and patience during our stay here* We also offer our
thanks to all those who have made the necessary arrangements for our meetings.
It now remains for me to wish you all bon voyage."
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PRESS BRIEFING BY UNEF INFORMATION CHIEF ON 5 JUNE

(The following was received from the Chief Information Office of UNEF
in Cairo.)

Rudolf Stajduhar, Chief Information Officer of the United Nations
Emergency Force in the Middle East (UNEF), announced today that it was
expected that the President of Egypt, Anwar El Sadat, who will continue
today his visits of the Egyptian army in the Suez Canal area, will pass
through IsmaiHa this morning. During his visit, President Sadat will meet
with senior UNEF officers in the area led by the acting Commander of UNEF,
Brig. -Gen. Emmanuel Erskine.

At his press briefing in Cairo, Mr. Stajduhar also stated that
preparations for the deployment of the United Nations Disengagement Observer
Force (UNDOF) in the Golan Heights were progressing according to plans.
UNDOF headquarters had started to operate in Damascus with some elements
in Quneitra.

The Austrian reconnaisance group, he said, had moved from Damascus to
the Syrian village of Qanakar, near the future zone of disengagement,
approximately 1*0 kilometres south-west of Damascus. The advance Austrian
party was moving from Tiberias to Quneitra and the main body of the Austrian
battalion was ready in Suez for departure when ordered by UNDOF headquarters.

The Peruvian advance party, he continued, had reached Quneitra. The
rear party of the Peruvian battalion was in Rabah. The Canadian logistic
company had reached Quneitra. The Polish logistic group was moving from
Tiberias through the cease-fire lines for Qanakar.

Mr. Stajduhar stated that the UNEF Commander, Id.eut.-Gen. Ensio Siilasvuo
was arriving Wednesday evening in Jerusalem where he will have consultations
with the UNDOF interim Commander, Brig. -Gen. Gonzalo Briceno, and the Chief
of Staff of the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization in Palestine
(UWTSO), Majoy-General Eengt BiiL&e strand,

(more)
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Answering questions, Mr. Sta;jduhar said that at this moment about
UNEP officers and soldiers, who would be. part of UMDOF, had reached the area
of the Golan Heights or were on their way.

In' reply to 'another question, he said that UTJTSO was assisting in
co-ordination' and" control of the movement of troops. He added thats as
explained previously, there were about 100 UWTSO observers already in the
area ready to join UMXDP.

Replying to another question, he said that UNDO? would become operational
on Thursday, 6 June.

Asked if there were problems in the movement of the Polish, logistic
group through Israeli -held territories or Israel, he replied that there were
none.

To another question he said that both sides had extended co-operation
to UNEF 'troops and UNTSO observers who would become part of UWIOP.
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PLAN FOR IMPEFM3NTATION 0? ISRfflLÎ SYRIAN DISm̂ M̂CTT AGREEMENT .

SIGHED AT FIFTH AND FINAL MBETFTG OF MILITARY WORKING GROUP •

(The following was received from the United Nations Information Service}
Geneva.)

The plan for implementation of the Israeli-Syrian Disengagement Agreement
was signed at the fifth and final meeting of the Military Working Group.at the •
Palais des Nations in Geneva today.

The actual document signed by the parties was -the Disengagement Plan as
represented on a map. The Plan had been worked out by the Military Working
Group during .its meetings in Geneva, following the signing of the Disengagement
Agreement on 31 May.

There was, in addition, a statement by Gen. Ensio Siilasvuo. This
statement, devoted to other related matters, was signed by Gen. Siilasvuo
alone. Its contents were not released.

The meeting was held in the Council Chamber of the Palais des Nations,
which was closed until the signing had been completed. Immediately afterwards --
after 1000 hours (local time) -- the Press were admitted to the Council Chamber.
In a short final address, Gen. Siilasvuo observed that, in signing the
Disengagement Plan, the Military Working Group of the Geneva Peace Conference
had carried out its mandate as set out in the Disengagement Agreement.

"With the completion of our work", he said, "the process of disengagement
and separation of forces will begin tomorrow. I am confident that the
Disengagement Plan will be implemented without complications."

The Plan was signed, as the 31 May Agreement had been, by Gen.-Adrian ¥ajih
Tayara, for Syria; Gen. H. Shafir, for Israel; and,, as witness, by Gen.
Siilasvuo, for the United Nations. The table arrangement adopted on 31 May
Vas retained, with the United Nations delegation occupying the head table; '
flanked on the right by a table shared by Syrian officers and Gen. Tana El Magdoub
of Egypt; on the left by a table occupied by Gen. Shafir and other members . -
of the Israeli delegation. Closing the pattern were tables occupied by the
United States delegation, headed by Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker,.and the
Soviet delegation, headed "by Ambassador V. Vinogradvo. The military were in
uniform.

(more)
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With Gen. Siilasvuo at the United Nations table were Roberto E. Guyer,
Under-Secretary-General for Special Political Affairs and Personal

of the Secretory-General to the Peace Conference on the
and James Jonah.

Statement by Gen. Siilasvuo

Following is a closing statement made by Lieut. -Gen, Ensio Siilasvuo,
Commander of the United nations Emergency Ttorce- (UNEF), af'<er the signing' of
the implementation plan of the Israeli -Syrian Disengagement Agreement:

"Geneva, 5 June 1974,

"It is indeed gratifying to me to report that a few minutes ago, the
military representatives of Israel and Syria signed the Disengagement Plan
as delineated on a map. By this act, the Military Working Group of the
Geneva Peace Conference has carried out its mandate as set out in the
Disengagement Agreement. With the completion of our work, the process of
disengagement and separation of forces will begin tomorrow. I am confident
that the Disengagement Plan will be implemented without complications.

"I want to congratulate particularly the Israeli and Syrian
representatives for their co-operation and understanding throughout the
talks held here in Geneva. I am sure I discern a sign, however feeble,
of a desirable change of attitude. Prevailing in all our discussions was
a readiness to find areas of accommodation to meet the legitimate interests
of both sides. I feel that it was this development and the wealth of
experience gained in the talks at Kilometre 101, that enabled us to make
rapid progress in our work.

"We must constantly remind ourselves that we have only taken the vitally
important initial steps in a long and difficult journey towards a just and
lasting peace in the Middle East. The two disengagement and separation of -
forces agreements, both in Egypt /Israel and Israel/Syria sectors, should now
create the proper atmosphere for tackling the outstanding political problems.
Certainly, we are all eager with hope that the constructive and positive
attitude that dominated our meetings will offer encouragement to all those
engaged in the' 'continuing search for a just peace in the area.

"in this regard, we 'must all welcome the participation of the
Co-Chairmen in the Military Group. By their presence and participation, they
have again underlined their determination to co-operate in building a new
structure of peace in the area. '

"As far as the United Nations is concerned, UNDOF stands reacly to render
all necessary assistance to the parties in the implementation and strict
observation of the separation of forces agreement. As you know, steps have
already been taken to make UNDOF operational within the time specified in the
Disengagement Plan.

"Now that we have completed this series of meetings, let me, on behalf
of all of you, express our deep appreciation to the Swiss authorities for their
assistance, understanding and patience during our stay here. We also offer our
thanks to all those who have made the necessary arrangements for our meetings.
It now remains for me to wish you all bon voyage."

* **-* #
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MILITARY WORKING GROUP ON ISRAELI-SYRIAN

HOLDS FOURTH MEETING IN GENEVA ON k JUNE

(The following was received from the United Nations Information
Service, Geneva.)

The Military Working Group on Israeli-Syrian disengagement held its
fourth meeting at the Palais des Nations in Geneva today from 1105 to 1J10
hours (local time), with the same participants as "before.

The folio-wing text was issued at the end of the meeting:

"Military Working Group of the Peace Conference on the Middle East

"The Military Working Group of the Geneva Peace Conference completed all
preparations for the signing of the relevant documents at a meeting to be
held tomorrow, 5 June, at 1000 hours (local time)."

French Tranglajblpn

"Groupe de travail mllitaire de la Conference de la paix sur le Moyen
Orient.

"Le groupe de travail militaire de la Conference de la paix de Geneve a
terming tous les travaux pre"paratoires pour la signature des documents
pertinents qui aura lieu au coure d'une stance demain 5 jviin a 10 heures."

* *## *
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BIO/1113*

3 June

SECRETARY-GENERAL APPOINTS BRIG,-GEN. G. BRICENO ZOTALIPS^OF PERU

AS INTERIM COMMANDER OF UNDOF

Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim has announced the appointment of Brigadier-
General Gonzalo Briceno Zevallos, of Peru, as Interim Commander of the
United Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF) established by the
Security Council by its resolution 350 (197*0 of 31 May 1971*.

Born l6 December 1922, General Briceno was graduated from his country's
Military School in 19̂ 3. He pursued advanced military studies in Peru at the
Escuela Superior de Guerra and the Centro de Altos Estudios Militares. He
also received training at Fort Benning, United States, and has qualified as
a paratrooper.

General Briceflo held battalion and divisional commands and served as
Chief of Staff of a military region in Peru. He subsequently served as
Military Attache* to the Peruvian Embassy in France. At the time of his
appointment to UNDOF, he was serving as Commander of the Northern Brigade
of the United Nations Emergency Force in the Middle East (UNEF) with
headquarters in Rabahu

BIO/1102 dated 2U May should be corrected to read BIO/1111.
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MILITARY WORKING GROUP ON ISRAELI-SYRIAN DISENGAGEMENT

HOLDS THIRD MEETING IN GENEVA ON 3 JUNE

(The following was received from the United Nations Information Service,
Geneva.)

The Military Working Group on Israeli-Syrian disengagement held its third
meeting at the Palais des Nations in Geneva on 3 June from 1105 to 1350 hours
(local time). The participants were the same as before.

The following text was issued at the end of the meeting:

"Military Working Group of the Peace Conference on the Middle East

"The Military Working Group completed work on all basic documents that
will be signed on Wednesday, 5 June. Agreement has been reached on the
modalities for the exchange of all remaining prisoners of war and the return
of dead bodies. A sub-committee will prepare the final maps that will be
signed also on Wednesday, The next meeting will take place tomorrow, 4 June,
at 1100 hours (local time)."

grench Translation

"Groupe de travail militaire de la Conference de la paix au Moyen Orient

"Le groupe de travail militaire a achev£ ses travaux sur tous les documents
de base qui seront signe's le mercredi 5 juin. Un accord a 4t̂  conclu sur les
modalite's d'e'change de tous les prisonniers de guerre restants et le repatrie-
ment des corps. Un sous-comite1 preparera les cartes definitives qui seront
e"galement- signe'es mercredi. La prochaine seance aura lieu demain 4 juin 3,
11 heures."

*f \f k/
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3 June

SECTARY-GENERAL APPOINTS BRIG.-GEN. G. BRICEMO ZEVAIIflB OF PERU

AS INTERIM COMMANDER__OF UNDOF

Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim has announced the appointment of Brigadier-
General Gonzalo Briceno Zevallos, of Peru, as Interim Commander of the
United Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UNDOF) established by the
Security Council by its resolution 350 (197*0 of 31 May 1974.

Born l6 December 1922, General Briceno was graduated from his country's
Military School in 191»-3» He pursued advanced military studies in Peru at the
Escuela Superior de Guerra and the Centre de Altos Estudios Militares. He
also received training at Fort Benning, United States, and has qualified as
a paratrooper.

General Briceno held battalion and divisional commands and served as
Chief of Staff of a military region in Peru. He subsequently served as
Military Attache* to the Peruvian Embassy in France. At the time of his
appointment to UNDOF, he was serving as Commander of the Northern Brigade
of the United Nations Emergency Force in the Middle East (UNEF) with
headquarters in Rabatu

* ### *

* BIO/1102 dated 2U May should be corrected to read BIO/1111.
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3 June 197*1.

INTERIM COMMANDER OF DISENGAGEMENT FORCE FIJES TO DAMASCUS FOR MEETING

WITH SECRETARY-GENERAL; RECONNAISSANCE GROUPS LEAVE CAIRO

(The following was received from the Chief Information Officer of UNEF
in Cairo.) ,

The interim Commander of the United Nations Disengagement Observer Force
(UNDOF)s Brig,-Gen. Gonzalo Briceno, left this morning by United Nations plane
for Damascus, where he will be received tomorrow by Secretary-General Kurt
Waldheim.

Reconnaissance groups of the United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF) to be
in the vicinity of the area of disengagement when UNDOF becomes operational,
also left today.

These developments were announced in Cairo today by the Chief Information
Officer of UNEF, Rudolf Stajduhar, at a press briefing.

Mr. Stâ jduhar stated that as part of preparatory work to set up UNDOF,
UNEF units had started to move today for the area. A reconnaissance group of
40 Peruvians had left this morning by trucks from Rabah, while a reconnaissance
group of 29 Austrians were airlifted from Cairo to Damascus at 11̂ 5 hours GMT.

It was expected that the advance group of Austrians, Peruvians, Canadians
and Poles would leave for the area probably within the next 2^ hours, he said.
The advance party would move to areas not yet determined in the vicinity of the
future area of disengagement in the Golan Heights, Rear parties would probably
remain in their UNEF base camps until UNDOF became operational. He recalled
that UKDOF would become operational 2k hours after the Military Working Group
completed its work in Geneva.

In reply to a question, Mr. Stajduhar said that about 500 Austrians,
350 Peruvians and 250 logistics personnel from Canada and Poland would leave
UNEF. As was known, observers from the United Nations Truce Supervision
Organization in Palestine (UETSO) already in the area would also become part of
UNDOF.

(more)
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Also in reply to a question he said he did not know the exact number of
UNTSO observers already in the area, but he assumed it would be around 100.

Answering another question, he said that 200 trucks and cars would be used
for transporting UHEP troops to the area. Drivers from the Finnish, Swedish and
Panamanian battalions vouia alco be available.They would return to duty with
thedr battalions once a IMDOF transportation system -was established*

Asked .about .UKpOF*:< interim Commander, he said that Brig.-Gen. Gonzalo
Briceuo was born on l6 December 1922 in the Peruvian port of Mollendo in the
Province of Arequipa. He had completed 31 years of military service, being
promoted to the rank of Brig.-General in 1970.

Mre Stâ duhar gave to newsmen the Press Release on the Secretary-General's
visit to the Middle East (SG/T/550). Asked If the Secretary-General would meet
President Anwar El Sadat, during his stay in Cairo, Mr. Stajduhar replied that
he expected so. He added that on 6 June the Secretary-General would have.talks
with Egyptian Foreign Minister Ismail Fahmy. On 7 June the Secretary-General
would visit troops in the UMEF zone of disengagement. He would also visit UHEF
headquarters in Ismailia.
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MILITARY WORKING GROUP ON ISBAELI-SYRIAN DISENGAGEMENT

HOLDS SECOND MEETING IN GENEVA ON 2 JUNE

(The following was received from the United Nations Information Service,
Geneva.)

The Military Working Group on Israeli-Syrian disengagement held its second
meeting at the Palais des Nations in Geneva on 2 June from 1030 to 1200 hours
(local time). The participants were the same as on 1 June.

The following text was issued at the end of the meeting:

"Military Working Group of the Peace Conference on the Middle East

*At todayU meeting, the Military Working Group made considerable progress
in demarcating the different phases of disengagement as represented on a map.
Progress was also made in discussing other collateral matters. The next
meeting will take place tomorrow, 3 June, at 1100 hours (Local time).

French Translation

"Groupe de travail militaire de la Conference de la paix sur le Moyen
Orient,

"A la stance d'aujourd'hui, le groupe de travail militaire a considerable—
ment progresŝ  en determinant les differentes phases du disengagement telle
quelles ont e"t£ indique'es sur une carte. Dee progrls ont e'galeiaent e"t£ enre—
gistre's dans la discussion d'autres questions connexes. La prochaine stance
aura lieu demain 3 juin a onze heures,"
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MILITARY WORKING GROUP ON ISRAELI-SYRIAN DISENGAGEMENT

HOLDS FIRST I>EETlt?G IN GENEVA OH I JURE '

(The following was received from the United Nations Information Service,
Geneva, )

The Military Working Group for Israeli-Syrian disengagement held its
first meeting at the Palais des Nations in Geneva on 1 June from 1600 to

hours (local time).

Participants sitting at a U-shaped table were, left to right: Syria —
Salah Eddin Tarazzi, General Taha El-Magdoub; United Nations — James Jonah,
General Siilasvuo, Captain Joseph Fallow; Israel — Meir Rosenne, General
Herzl Shafir, Col. Dov Sion.

Present also, facing Gen. Siilasvuo, were: USSR — V. Tatars ikov and
Y. Nikandrovj United States — Alfred L. Atherton and George B. Lambrakis.

The following text was issued at the end of the meeting:

"Military Working Group of the Peace Conference on the Middle East

"The Military Working Group discussed a number of questions related to
the disengagement and separation of forces. More detailed examination of these
items will follow. The next meeting will take place on 2 June 1974 at 10:30 a.m,"

French Translation

"Groupe de travail militaire de la Conference de la paix sur le Moyen
Orient.

"Le groupe de travail militaire a examine1 un certain nombre de questions
touchant le disengagement et la separation des forces, Un examen plus de'-baille'
de ces questions suivra. La prochaine stance aura lieu le 2 Juin 1974 &
10 heures JO."

.w y- vn n n
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AGREEMENT OH DISENGAGEMENT OF ISRAELI, SYRIAN FORCES SIGNED IN GENEVA

Military Working Group Hears Statement by UNEF Commander at Ceremony

(The following was received from the United Nations Information Service,
Geneva.)

The Military Working Group of the Peace Conference on the Middle East met
at the Palais des Nations in Geneva soon after 1100 hours (local time) today
for the signing of the Agreement on Disengagement between Israeli and Syrian
forces. " "

The signing ceremony, which followed a short opening statement by
Lieut-Gen. Ensio Siilasvuo, Commander of the United Nations Emergency Force
(UNEF), was completed by 11̂ 5 hours. The Agreement was signed by Gen. Adnan
Wajih Tayara for Syria; Gen. H. Shafir for Israel; and, as a witness, by General
Siilasvuo for the United Nations.

The documents signed were the Agreement itself, a Protocol concerning the
role of the new United Nations Disengagement Observer Force (UHDOF) provided for
in the Agreement, and a map — all in six copies. •

Also present at the ceremony and receiving signed copies of the documents
were the delegations of the United States and the Soviet Union, as well as
Gen. Taha el Magdoub of Egypt.

The five-table arrangement was similar to that of the opening of the Peace
Conference on 21 December 1973, with the United. Nations delegation occupying
the head table, flanked on the right by a table shared by Syrian officers and
General Maftdcvib, and on the left by a table occupied by General Shafir and other
members of the Israeli delegation. Completing the pattern were tables occupied
by the United States delegation, headed by Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker, and
the Soviet delegation, headed by Ambassador V. Vinogradov.

With General Siilasvuo at the United Nations table were Roberto E. Guyer,
Under-Secretary-General for Special Political Affairs and the Secretary-
General's Personal Representative to the Peace Conference; Vittorio Winspeare
Guicciardi, Under-Secretary-General and Director-General of the United Nations
Office at Geneva; and James .O.C. Jonah, Senior Officer, Office of the Under-
Secretary-General for Special Political Affairs.

(more)
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Although technically a meeting of the Military Working Group, the occasion
was in fact essentially a signing ceremony.

In accordance with the terms of the Agreement it was agreed that the
i-"ilitary Working Group would meet tomorrow, Saturday, at 1600 hours (local time)
•to start work on the implementation of the Disengagement Agreement. The military
meetings will continue under the aegis of the United Nations and are to last
five days.

The Agreement further provides that disengagement will begin 2^ hours after
completion of the task of the Military Working Group and that the process of
disengagement will be completed not later than 20 days after it begins.

The opening of today's meeting was public and the press gallery was packed*
However, following General Siilasvuo's statement, there was a short recess and
the meeting was closed when it reconvened. The press were not admitted to the
actual signing ceremony.

Statement by General Siilasvuo

Following is the text of General Siilasvuo's statement!

"It is with a feeling of profound joy that I convene today this meeting
of the Military Working Group of the Geneva Conference on the Middle East for
the purpose of signing the Agreement on Disengagement between Israeli and
Syrian Forces and to work- out procedures for its prompt:implementation.

"Owing to an exceptional feat of diplomacy unparalleled in the annals of
international relations, the foundation has been laid on which a reliable
structure of peace could be built and strengthened. We all owe a debt of
gratitude to all those who have devoted enormous energy,;thought and time in
negotiating this Agreement.

"Although the present Agreement is not a peace treaty, no one can deny that
it represents a milestone in the unceasing efforts to achieve a just and lasting
peace in the Middle East. We are all, I am sure, aware of the fact that a good
deal remains to be done in the furtherance of this goal, but this Agreement
gives us encouragement that with perseverance, tenacity, flexibility, under-
standing and the will for peace, we can- dare to express the hope of further
progress in the search for a just and lasting settlement.

"Even though the harsh realities of the problem may yet present us with
occasional setbacks in the tortuous and difficult road towards normalization and
reconciliation among the peoples of the Middle East, I have the strong conviction
that this historic Agreement may well turn out to be that giant and courageous
step that brought us to the threshold of a new era of trust, justice and peace
in the Middle Sast. . '

nlt is in the spirit of these considerations that I now invite "the
representatives of Israel and Syria to sign this Agreement." • .

* #*# *
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TEXT OF STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-GENERAL IK SECURITY COUNCIL

ON SYRIAN-ISRAELI DISENGAGEMENT AGREEMENT

The Security Council has before it my report — document S/11302/Add.l — to
which are attached the texts of the Agreement on Disengagement between Israeli
and Syrian forces and the Protocol concerning the United Nations Disengagement
Observer Force.

The announcement of this Agreement, which is a result of many days of hard
negotiation and which will be signed in Geneva tomorrow, 31 May, is most welcome
and encouraging news. It is an achievement upon which all those concerned are
to be congratulated. I hope and believe that the achievement of this
Disengagement Agreement will constitute another important step towards a just
and lasting settlement in the Middle East, for which this Council has worked
for so many years.

The Agreement and Protocol call for the creation of a United Nations
Disengagement Observer Force. I shall take the necessary steps in accordance
with the provisions of the Protocol if the Security Council so decides. May I
inform the Council in a preliminary way that, in this event, it would be my
intention to set up the Force on the basis of the same general principles defined
in my report on the implementation of Security Council resolution 3^0 (document
S/11052/Rev.l), which was approved by the Security Council in its resolution 3^1
of 27 October 1973. It would also be my intention that the United Nations
Disengagement Observer Force would be drawn, in the first instance at any rate,
from United Nations military personnel already in the area. I would, of course,
be in consultation with the Security Council and the Governments concerned as
well as those providing personnel, about the selection of the elements of the Force.

As the members of the Council are probably aware, I have a long-standing
plan to visit the United Nations peace-keeping operations in the Middle East next
week. At that time, I shall have the opportunity for direct consultations with
the Governments concerned as well as with the United Nations personnel on the spot.
In view of this new development, my trip will provide a useful opportunity to clarif
a number of practical issues. I shall, of course, keep the Security Council fully
informed of the developments in this matter.

Before concluding, Mr. President, I wish to express again my satisfaction at
this positive development and my hope that it will lead to further progress.

In this connexion, it goes without saying that I and my colleagues in the
Secretariat stand ready to assist the parties concerned and the Security Council
in any way we can.

# ### #
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STATEMENT BY SECRE1AHY-(SNERAL ON CONCLUSION OF DISENGAiaSMENT ArKEEMEKT

BETVIEEN ISRAEL AND SYRIA

I welcome this agreement which I consider a most valuable step forward
in the efforts to find a just and lasting solution to the Middle East problem.
This new agreement constitutes a further important conlribution to peace in
the Middle East as was the Egyptian-Israeli disengagement agreement before it.

Of course, the main questions are still ahead of us, namely an over-all
political solution of the Middle East problem. This will need a further
strenuous effort by the parties directly involved and all others concerned.

The United Nations stands ready to continue to assist the parties both
in implementing the present agreement and in their efforts to reach a settlement.
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